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Gov. calls for Threat shuts down WalMart
no-frills road
construction
By JOE BIESK
A Franklin County circuit
court judge has ruled that the
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API — legislation was invalid because
Kentucky road planners are it was not given to Beshear
scaling back construction proj- before midnight on the legislaects across the ture's final day.
Beshear has released its own
state in favor
of smaller, less 2008 road plan. despite the
expensive ver- ongoing dispute.
Two weeks ago at the
Gov.
sions.
Steve Beshear Murray -Calloway County
Chamber
said.
of
Commerce
The plan is Banquet, Beshear, who was the
.1 to aim for guest speaker, said he would
more
new complete the planned four-lane
roads
and between Murray and Mayfield.
Beshear
bridges with That K. 80 corridor is seen as
less money, Beshear said an economic positive for the
Monday. And, under the Jackson Purchase region.
Kentucky
Nevertheless, the governor
Transportation
Cabinet's new approach. future said highway construction costs
projects may not have as many are escalating while tax revlanes or as much flair as some enues remain stagnant. Beshear
said transportation officials will
might like, Beshear said.
"We will simply tackle more review road projects to deterprojects sooner by being judi- mine whether they can be scaled
cious in how we design and how back.
"We must choose wisely
we build." Beshear said. "Of
course we're going to :Ain build when deciding where and how
four-lane roads where needed, to invest our limited transportabut plenty of other projects can tion dollars," he said.
Changes to road projects
and will be scaled back."
Beshear is currently at odds won't be affected by their geowith Senate President David graphic areas or legislative disWilliams over his veto earlier tricts, Beshear said.
"The only question is: Can it
this year of a $3.8 billion road
plan authorized hy the General be built more cost effectively
Assembly. Beshear has said he and cost efficiently and still
vetoed the legislation because it accomplish the intended purwould have put undue restric- pose?" Beshear said.
tions on his administration's
Transportation
Cabinet
ability to manage road projects. Secretary Joe Prather said he
Williams, a Burkesville expected future income for the
Republican, has said Beshear state's road fund would be
doesn't have the authority to "downsized dramatically." Still,
spend money not specifically
authorized by state lawmakers.' •See Page 2A

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & limes
A Murray Police officer re-directs traffic after blocking off an entrance to Wal-Mart Just after 6 a rn today. All three entrances
to the store were blocked by police. Murray Fire Department was also called to the scene

Store re-opened after search of area
Staff Report
A bomb threat at the Murray Wal-Mart
Supercenter this (Tuesday1 morning resulted
in the evacuation of the store and a two-hour
sweep of the premises.
At approximately 6 a.m., the Murrii
Police Department received a call claiming a
bomb was inside the north Murray store.
According to Sgt. Tracy Guge. no other
information was given by the caller.
Police officers evacuated ,he store and
did a "quick sweep" of the area to locate a
bomb.
All three entrances to the store by
GREG TRAVIStedger & Times
Lowe's, Murphy USA gas station and the
Dollar Tree store were blocked by police An officer with the Murray Police Department prepares to enter the Wal-Mart store
cruisers and people were re-directed away this morning.
from Wal-Mart.
the store.
The Murray Fire Department also
Guge said if a bomb had been located
When nothing was found, the store was responded to the call.
upon the initial investigation, a bomb squad re-opened at approximately 8 a.m.
An assistant store manager at Wal-Mart
would have been called.
Guge said that officers are investigating contacted this morning had no additional
However, police officers found nothing who made the phone call.
comment.
and proceeded with an extensive search of

Six Hazel council Murray
native's horse seeing spotlight
seats up for grabs
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
HAZEL. Ky. —City residents wanting to run for one of six atlarge seats on the Hazel City Council during the November General
Election have one week to file the paperwork with the Calloway
County Clerk's Office.
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur and council members briefly discussed the upcoming election during their meeting at Hazel City
Hall Monday night. Seats held by council members Lori Charlton,
Joe Thompson, Nancy Mieure. Rinda Swick and Pat Latimer are all
op for bid as well as an unfilled sixth seat vacated by former councilmember Mary Gallirnore.
"You have until Aug. 12 to file if you want to remain on the
council." Vasseur said. "So everybody that wants to needs to file
pretty quickly."'
Current members did not announce whether they would or would
not seek re-election during the meeting. The seat held by Vasseur is
not up for re-election and Gallimore's seat will remain open until

II See Page 2A
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Staff Report
Marty Story, who was raised
east of Murray, and his horse
"Kid Semoran" are on a mission
to put smiles on the faces of kids
in the area.
'The eight-year-old Thoroughbred is a great-great-greatgrandson of"Man o' War," considered by many to be the greatest Thoroughbred racehorse of
all time.
On Monday, Story and "Kid
Semoran" visited the Apple Tree
School on Stadium View Drive
to perform various tricks for the
youngsters. "It's all about the
kids.- Story said, after performing for one of the classes.
He said he and his horse are
also scheduled to appear in an
upcoming movie featuring a
long list of actors. According to
information provided, he and
"Kid" have appeared in videos
and newspapers.
To follow the progress of
"Homestretch: A Documentary
Film,"
visit
www.homestretchthemovie.com.
According to the Web site,
the film is "a deeply-affecting
cinematic experience" which
"chronicles the pairing of
inmates and rescued-end-ofcareer racehorses, as they come
together on prison farms to care
for and save each other."
Story said the film is being

GREG TRAVISA_eoger & Times
KID FOR KIDS: Marty Story, nght. works with "Kid Sernoran." an eight-year-old Thoroughbred
and great-great-great-grandson of famed horse Man o' War Monday at the Apple Tree School
on Stadium View Drive. Looking on are Betty A. Underhill with MaKenzie Underhill (left) and
A.J. Underhill. "Kid Semorar" was performing various tncks for the children.
produced by Shen Bylander of
New York, who has also produced films for John Trayolta.
Story said "Kid Semoran"
has a great time with children
and the two plan to "be buddies"
for
a
long
time.
He said he met the "Kid" while
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Story said after working with
the horse, the woman who
owned the horse gave it to him,
adding that he indeed comes
from "good stock."
For more information. telephone 227-4431 or 978-6670.
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he was in Lexington and a need
arose for a perm,. with
advanced horse skills. "Kid
Semoran" was born and raised
in Florida and had done some
racing, but had foot trouble_ "He
had a good trainer who didn't
run him until he got hurt "
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KSP seeking stolen
property assistance
MAYFIELD, Ky. - — The Kentucky State Police is asking for
the assistance of anyone who has knowledge of the whereabouts
of stolen property stemming from a theft investigation in the
Post One district.
According to KSP, there are still several stolen firearms and
other items that have yet to be recovered. Troopers are currently investigating a theft ring involving numerous residential burglaries in Graves. McCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman,
Marshall, and Calloway counties.
So fax, seven people have been charged with various offenses in connection with the thefts. Mason L Courtney, Franklin
R. Morefield, Debra H. Morefield. , Franklin R Morefield
and Bnan K. Perkins. all of Wingo, Ky,and Joseph W. Holmes
and Naomi Capps of Mayfield.
KSP is asking that anyone who might have unknowingly
purchased firearms or other property that was stolen to come
forward and cooperate with law enforcement to simply get the
property, if stolen, back to its rightful owners.
If wanting to schedule an appointment to return property or
I disclose information, please contact Tpr. Kyle Nall at (270)
856-3721 or (270)575-7228.
The Kentucky State Police is assisted in this investigation by
McCracken County Sheriff's Office. Ballard County Sheriff's
Office, Carlisle County Sheriff's Office, Hickman County
Sheriff's Office, Graves County Sheriffs Office, Marshall
County Sheriff's Office, Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
Massac County Sheriff's Office, and Obion County Sheriff's
Office.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger t. Times
TO BEE OR NOT TO BEE: Bill Troup, right, from Williamsport, MD, conducts a session on how to re-queen a colony of bees
during Monday's gathering of the Eastern Apiculture! Society ot North America meeting this week at Murray State University.
Each summer, the EAS holds its annual conference in one of the 22-member states. The Eastern Apicultural Society is a
leader in beekeeping education.

Son of Ky sheriff accused
of selling drugs

Former Kenlake employee to repay $75,000

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)-- The son of an eastern Kentucky sheriff is
awaiting trial after being indicted on federal drug charges.
Hoy Curtis Witten, the son of Johnson County Sheriff Bill Witten,
is accused of selling cocaine and methadone.
Hoy Curtis Witten was arraigned in federal court in Pikeville last
week and has pleaded not guilty.
In a statement, Sheriff Witten says he and his wife are "devastated" by the indictment against their son. The sheriff also says they
believe their son is innocent.
The indictment was the result of a three-year investigation by several police agencies, including Kentucky State Police and the FBI.
Witten has been released under several conditions including that
he pass drug tests and continue a substance abuse treatment program.

Lawyers seek to have
alleged remark suppressed
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Lawyers for a former Louisville college
student charged in the death of her newborn want her alleged remark
to police about a search warrant to be kept out of her trial next month.
Court records say that police went to Kathryn "Katie" McCoy's
room at Bellarmine University last October and told her to move so
they could search the room. Police Sgt. Brent Routzahn says in a
statement in court records that McCoy told police they needed a
search werrant and stood in front of police when they entered.
The Courier-Journal quotes court records as saying that the student from Plainfield, Ind., told police she moved the baby's body after
first putting it in a trash can.
A report by the state medical examiner says the baby was alive
when born. McCoy allegedly told police she put the baby in a trash
can because she thought she was born dead.
There has been no response to the request.
McCoy is charged with murder and tampering with physical evidence. She is free on $50,000 bond awaiting a Sept. 23 trial date.

BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A former
employee of a Kentucky state park has been
allowed probation and will be ordered to
pay bad( $75,000 she was accused of stealing.
The Kentucky Auditor's Office investigated Amy Hall, a former employee of

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A judge has ruled that two teenagers
can Join a lawsuit against Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom involving an
accident last summer that severed a girl's feet at the amusement
Park.
Jefferson Circuit Court Judge Barry Willett ruled Friday that Blair
Johnson and Arin Valsted, both of Louisville, may join the case filed
by the parents of 14-year-old Kaitlyn Lasitter.
The Courier-Journal reported on its web site that Willett denied a
*quest from the parents of the two teens to join the suit in connection with the accident June 21, 2007.
The parents were seeking damages for emotional distress and
travel expenses for providing for their children's care. But Willett said
Mate law does not allow the parents to sue in this case.
An attorney for Johnson and Valsted said the teens, who were riding with Lasitter when the ride malfunctioned, suffered cuts and
truises and have required ongoing psychological counseling.
Attorneys have until Sept. 1 to respond to the judge's ruling.

Kenlake State Resort Park on Kentucky
Lake in Aurora.
WPSD-TV in Paducah reported Hall
took cash from the park and covered the
theft with checks that came in the next day.
The station quoted the Marshall County
Circuit Court Clerk's office as saying Hall

was sentenced to undergo substance abuse
counseling and to stay away from people
who might jeopardize her recovery.
The office said Hall will also be ordered
to repay the money when a judge signs the
final order.

Correction
A story in Monday's Ledger
regarding the 1st District State
Senate race incorrectly listed
the ages of the incumbent and
challenger. Sen. Ken Winters is
74, while challenger Carroll
Hubbard is 71. The writer
erred.
Hanna Miller's name was
misspelled in a cutline on the
Scene in Community page in
Saturday's Ledger.
The Murray Ledger & limes
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's poilcy to correct
errors To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

NOTICE
The
Murray
•
Board
of
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet in special session at
7:30 p.m. tonight (Tuesday)
in the central office boardCarter
of
the
room
Administration Building on S.
13th Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is approval of
new graduation requirements, an emergency first
reading of alternative credit
options, and a change in policy concerning academic
honors.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

II No-frills ...
From Front
it was uncertain how much it
would cost for to review each
road project again, Prather said.
"If we have to spend some in
order to save a lot, then that's
exactly what we're going to

do." Prather said.
Charles Lovom. executive
director of the Kentucky
Highway
of
Association
Contractors, said he agreed with
the move. Lovom said contractors would build what the state

requires.
"We build what they ask us
to build whether it's been a
Cadillac, as referred to, or if it's
going to be a Chevrolet,"
Lovorn said. "We just hope it's
not an Edsel."

Council seats ...
However construction of a
sidewalk along the north side of
November. Those wanting to Bamett Street between Third
run must file before 4 p.m. at the Street and the Hazel Community
clerk's office at the Calloway Center was put on hold until city
County Courthouse.
officials can determine whether
Meanwhile, all those needing state or federal grant funding
to register to vote must do so can be found to help pay for the
before 4 p.m. on Monday, Oct. project. Vasseur said the city
6, to cast ballots in the general will work with the Purchase
election. Those wanting to vote Area Development District to
absentee may now also apply for search for funds to place a sidean application at the clerk's walk along the approximate
office.
1/8th-mile stretch.
In other business, the council
In other action, the council
voted to move forward on con- completed all necessary paperstruction of a sidewalk along the work securing qualification for a
east side of U.S. 641 from city $440,000 community develophall to the Magnolia Tea Room ment block grant to upgrade the
restaurant at the corner of State city's water and sewage infraLine Road and a short section structure. Under an agreement
around the corner of the busi- with the South 641 Water
ness.
District Board of Directors, the
Planning for the project council will receive the funds
began during the spring as a way from the state and allocate them
to make the southern section of to the water district for the projthe downtown area more acces- ect as required by regulation.
sible, safer and aesthetically
Councilwoman
Nancy
appealing to residents and visi- Mieure, who is also a member of
tors.
the water district board, said
The city will pay the bill for board members have already
most of the walkway while the signed the agreement. All cost
owner of the Magnolia Tea overruns incurred will be the
Room will pay 50 percent of the responsibility of the water discost of construction fronting the trict and not the city council as
restaurant's property.
well as any repayment of funds

From Front

to the state. Also, the council
approved'It required agreement
with the state to obtain the funding as a legal municipality rep
resenting the water district.
which cannot file or receive
grant funding on its own authority.
On first reading, council
members also adopted an ordinance to amend the city's 200809 budget to allow the funding
to pass through the council to
the water district board as
required by law. The funds will
be passed onto the water district
about three days after it is
received by the city, according
to Vasseur.
The project is intended to
upgrade the city's aging water
and sewer system including the
district's lagoon, replacing a lift
station and rehabilitating portions of about 5,000 feet of
wastewater collection system
piping that has been riddled with
leaks by age. The leaks reduce
the efficiency of the purification
process because too much rainwater is entering the system.
Smoke testing for leaks, flow
monitoring and inspection by
TV cameras is already underway to find leaks in the piping
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
PARKING LOT PREP WORK: Workers endured Monday's heat to continue construction of a
parking lot at Murray State University The new parking facility is being built at the site of the
former National Scouting Museum on the campus
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Obituaries
Anthony lay Robertson
Anthony Jay Robertson, 28, Murray Street, Mayfield, died
Sunday, Aug. 3. 2008, at 6:20 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a one vehicle accident on Ky. 94 East, Sedalia.
A 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School, he had been
employed at P.0 T. Construction Company for over two years and
was a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church. He was born Sept. 27,
1979 in Murray. Preceding him in death was his grandmother, Faye
Foy.
Survivors include his wife, Lisa Cooper Robertson. to whom he
was married April 10, 1998, in Lynn Grove; one son, Will
Robertson, Mayfield; his parents. Steve and Pat Foy Robertson.
Murray; three brothers, Mike Robertson and wife, Lisa, Benton, Bill
Robertson and wife, Julie. Murray, and Joe Mark Robertson and
wife, Kim, Nashville, Tenn.; grandparents, Ralph and Dorris
Robertson and Clevland Foy, all of Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. John Sheppard and Rev. Dennis
:NorveII will officiate. Burial will follow in the Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

'Mrs. Virginia R. Lyles Brown
Mrs. Virginia R. Lyles Brown, 89, Hardin, died Monday. Aug. 4,
:2008, at 3:30 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange;ments. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com

Miss Nell Underhill
Miss Nell Underhill, 72, Murray, died Monday. Aug. 4, 2008, at
6:38 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Born Feb. 25, 1936
in Trigg County, she was preceded in death by one sister, Paulette
James, and one brother, George Underhill.
Survivors include one sister, Betty Lovins and husband, Donnie,
and three brothers, Randall Underhill and wife, Joyce, Delbert
Underhill and wife, Edna, and Jim Underhill and wife, Betty, all of
Murray.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com

Mrs. Elizabeth Berry
Mrs. Elizabeth Berry, 70, Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton, died
Wednesday, July 30, 2008, at Hospice House in Chicago Heights,
III. Survivors include one daughter. Jody Jacobsma Tedeschi and
husband, William, and one grandchild, Jacob Tedeschi, Mokena, Ill.
A memorial service will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Lakeland Wesley
Village Chapel, Benton. Planet Green Cremation, Chicago, Ill., was
in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lois Marie Mathis Gower
The lunei,ii 1,0 Mi.. Luis Marie Mathis Gower was Monday at
II a.m, in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home. Paducah.
Rev_ Bob Martin officiated. Burial was in the Otterbein Cemetery.
Pope County, Ill.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003 or Rebuilding
Together, 1536 Sixteenth St.. NW.. Washington. DC 20036; or
leave a message or light a candle at www.milnerandorrcom
Mrs. Gower. 72, Greenville, N.C.. formerly. of Paducah, died
Thursday. July 31. 2008. at Kitty Askins Hospice.
A member of Lone Oak First Baptist Church, she was retired
from General Electric. Madisonville.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Harold Loyd (PG)
Gower; one daughter, Selena Ann Gower; one brother. Charles
Edward Mathis; her parents. Oscar Lee Mathis and Lennie Marie
Waters Taylor.
Survivors include two daughters, Carol Lee Gower, Clearwater.
Fla., and Edwina Sue Gower and husband, Jeffery Elwell.
Greenville, N.C.; one grandson, Preston Gower Elwell, Greenville;
three sisters, Norma Jean Earl. Jackson. Mich.. Wanda Lee Neblett.
Dade City. Ha., and Carolyn Sue Crittenden. Hardin. one brother.
Joe Mathis, Benton.

Morgan Freeman seriously
injured in Miss. car crash
JACKSON. Miss. (AP)
Oscar-winning actor Morgan
Freeman was hospitalized in
serious condition Monday after
the car he WaS driving left a
rural road in the Mississippi
Delta anu flipped several times.
Freeman, 71, was airlifted to
the Regional Medical Center in
Memphis. Tenn.. about 90 miles
north of the accident in rural
Tallahatchie ('ounty.
The actor "has a broken arm,
broken elbow and minor shoulder damage, but is in good spirits." according to a statement
from Donna Lee, Freeman's
publicist. A hospital spokeswoman said Freeman was in
serious condition but would not
discuss his injuries.
"He is having a little bit of
surgery this afternoon or tomor-

row to help
correct
the
damage,"
Lee's
statement said. -He
says he'll be
OK and is
looking forward to a full
recovery."
Freeman.
Freemen
who won an
Oscar for his role in "Million
Dollar Baby," is among the gam
in "The Dark Knight," now in
theaters. His screen credits also
include "Driving Miss Daisy."
Freeman and a companion
were traveling on a dark. twolane highway that cuts through
the expansive farmlands of the
Mississippi Delta when the car
ran off the side of the road.

Edouard heads for Texas, La. coast
GALVESTON, Texas IAP)
-- The winds were beginning to
pick up and the surfs were rising
in Galveston early this morning
as Tropical Storm Edouard
closed in on the Texas Gulf
Coast.
Meanwhile, rain bands and
tropical storm force winds were
spreading
across
coastal
Louisiana, according to the
National Hurricane Center.
But despite concerns the
storm would pour cold water on
Galveston's vacation season,
some tourists seemed willing to
stay and ride out the storm.
Beth Bronson said she's
determined not to have her trip
ruined.
"We spend money to come
here with our families. It's an
inexpensive place to stay," said
Bronson, 49, who was vacationing from Allen. "If they were to
say evacuate, then yeah we
would do it. But otherwise no."
Tropical Storm Edouard was

John it. Goss

expected to conic ashore midday today.
emergency. Cameron Parish told
anywhere
from
western
Texas Gov. Rick Perry issued up to 3,000 residents to evacuate
Louisiana to Port O'Connor, a disaster declaration for 17 low-lying coastal areas prone to
Texas. But tourism officials in Texas counties that could be in flooding. Vermilion Parish, also
Galveston said many vacation- Edouard's path. The state acti- in western Louisiana, advised
ers were planning to stay, hop- vated a number of emergency people in mobile homes (sr
ing the area isn't hit as hard as teams, including calling up FEMA trailers along the coasts
South Padre Island was by 1,200 Texas National Guard leave. The hurricane center pre:
Hurricane Dolly on July 23.
troops and six UH-60 Black dicted Edouard's center coutel
Still, officials in Texas and Hawk helicopters.
make landfall just east of
Louisiana were busy Monday
In Louisiana, Gov. Bobby Galveston, across the Bobs,*
preparing just in case Edouard Jindal declared a statewide Peninsula.
intensified. It could reach nearhurricane strength as it churns in
the warm Gulf of Mexico waters
before making landfall.
Officials in both Texas and
Louisiana on Monday prepared
for Edouard's arrival.
Investments -Since 1854
A tropical storm warning was
in effect from Grand Isle, La..
Don Jones Ind. Asg...11454.3 + 170.2
westward to Sargent in Texas. A
Air Products .
92.65 + 1.93
hurricane watch was in effect
from west of Intracoastal City.
AT&T,Inc
30.40 + 0.23
Mattel
20.05 + 0.41
La. to Sargent. The tropical
79.88 + 0.72
11B&T
+ 0.54
storm warning and hurricane
Briggs & Stratton _____13.82 r 0.30
+ 6.54
watch were discontinued for
Bristol 'Myers Squibb 2139 + 0.20
Microsoft -- -.--.....25.67 + 0.39
areas south of Sargent early
Caterpillar ..............,,, 6&06 + 0.63
Chesron Texaco Corp ,.,..,8273. 0.07
Prosier,. Inc.__........
+ 0.33
Daimler Chrysler ---......6032 +2.54
Pfizer, Inc.
____........19.33 + 0.35
Dean Foods ...-.--...-.22-58 + 1.00
Regions Financial ..,....,,9.73 + 0.34
Exxon-Mobil -..-_,77.27 + 0.67
Schering-Flough..--.-.20.85 0.18
Ford Motor ,.,...,.....4.96 + 0.15
General Electric ............-28.77 + 0.60 Sears Holding Corp .....-.87.24 + 446
Time Warner
+ 0.29
General Motors-----10-51 + 0.41
30.94 + 0.48
S Bancorp
GlaxoSmithKline ADR-.4&41 + 0.95
40 85 + 0..o
LISTGoodrich ......----------51.09+ 1.37
WellPoint lac
Goodyear
+ 1.47
Wal-Mart
;9.311 + 0.95
HopFed Bank* ...-..-11.8011 1230A
1 BM
+ 4.42
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A memorial service for John H. Goss will be Wednesday at II
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home of Benton. Rev. Richard
Shorey will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10
am,Wednesday.
Mr. Goss, 80, Pirates Cove Community, Hardin.
died Sunday. Aug. 3, 2008. at Vanderbilt Medical
Center, Nashville, Tenn. His death was from injuries
,ftur000.=
.
sustained in an airplane crash Sunday near the
Marvel Golf Course in Marshall County.
A World War ll veteran, he served in the Army/Merchant
Marines. He was a member of the Experimental Aircraft
Association, retired economics teacher at State Community College,
East St. Louis, Ill., and was also a flying instructor at Belleville Area
College in Illinois.
Preceding him in death were his parents, John Goss and Jessie
Hubert Goss, and one sister, Jeanette Maggio. Survivors include his
wife, Margaret Dickey Goss; one daughter, Laura Goss. Port
AP
Charlotte, Fla.; two sons, Alan Goss, East Carondelet, Ill., and This satellite image released by NASA, shows Tropical Storm
Edouard making landfall at 7:11 a.m. EDT. this morning over
Kenneth Goss, Fairview Heights, Ill.; several cousins.
Galveston, Texas. Edouard has hit the Texas Gulf coast east
of Galveston, bringing strong winds and rain.
Lonnie (Pat) Pager
Lonnie (Pat) Parker, 62, Metropolis, Ill., died Friday. Aug. I.
2008, at 5:25 p.m. at his home.
• Certified Mold gentediators • Certified Commercial
He was the son of the late Wylie and Lula Hill Parker of
Calloway County, Ky., who later moved to Hillerman. Ill. Also preceding him in death were one nephew, Randy Barnes and wife.
Karen, and one niece, Leslie Parker. A 1964 graduate of Joppa High
School. he worked for 10 years for Buchanan Tool Co., before purchasing his business, Parker Custom Machine Shop in 1976. He was
a member and deacon of Metropolis Church of Christ and a member of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.
Survivors include his wife, Catherine Sve Sommer Parker, to
whom he was married May 29, 1964; two daughters. Melanie
Johnson and husband, Marty, Henderson. Tenn., and Mendi Carroll
and husband, Dave, Paducah; one son, Matthew Parker and wife,
Jamie, Metropolis, Ill.; seven grandchildren, Jordan Johnson.
Hunter Johnson, Luke Higdon, Brittany Parker, Matthew Parker Jr.,
Patrick Carroll and Lindsey Carroll; one sister, Joanne Barnes
Stubblefield and husband, Bill, Murray, Ky.; one brother, Michael
Parker and. wife, Carol. Metropolis, Ill.; three nieces, Lisa Moore
and husband, David, Lori Biggers and husband, Roy, and Sheila
Xester and husband, Kurt; one nephew, Kem Barnes.
The funeral was Monday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Atkins
Farmer Funeral Home. Metropolis. Ronald Bryant officiated.
fallbearers were Hunter Johnson. Roy Biggers, Kurt Kester, David
Moore, Kern Barnes and Jerry Willingham. Burial was in the
Metropolis Memorial Gardens.
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Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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Mold Ins otters • Certified Residential &told Inspectors

Mrs. Mary C. Key
The funeral for Mrs. Mary C. Key was Monday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray. Steve Lusk officiated. Pallbearers were grandsons and great-grandsons. Burial was in
the Lassiter Cemetery, Puryear. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Key, 93, Puryear, Tenn.. died Saturday,
Aug. 2, 2008, at 1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her husband,
Mayhem Key, and one brother, Clerris Wilson.
Born April 11, 1915, she was the daughter of the
late Riley Wilson and Ovie Morris Wilson.
Survivors include one son, Jimmy Key and
wife, Kaye. Puryear; one daughter, Barbara Young,
Key
Jackson, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Jeremy Key
and wife, Becky, and Kevin Key and wife, Laurie, all of Puryear,
Debra Lusk and husband Steve, Chattanooga, Tenn., and David
Perkins and wife, Betsy, Jackson, Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren;
two sisters, Lucy Proffitt and husband, Herbert, Michigan, and
Nelda Hopkins and husband, Odell. Harrison, Ohio.

ertified Mold Kentediators • Certi ied Conmercia
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Pairings announced for
Betty Shepard Tournament
at Oaks Country Club
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club announce the following pairings for the Betty Shepard Ladies Golf Tournament to
be held Wednesday beginning
at 9 a.m. at the club. They
are as follows:
1
Vicki
#
Hole
McLeary/Mikki McLeary, Sue
Outland/Kathy McNutt, Denise
Windsor/Canta Boggess
Hole # 2 Leta Taylor/Mary
Bogard. Marcia Pritchett/Julia
Brundige, Gail Elliott/Lisa Toon
Hole # 3 Pat Vincent/Cheryl
Beth
Brundige,
Easterwood/Joanie Cavaness
Hole #4 Martha Woolf/Beverly Solomon Susan Oates/Jeannie Van Coppenolli. Cathy
Thompson/Pat Tveite
Hole # 5 Ve Severns/Cyndi
Cohoon. Linda Burgess/Deana
Jackson. Peggy Noel/Jennifer
Crouse
Joy
#6
Hole
Greengrass/Betty Owen. Joan
Paula
Lewis,
Scott/Diane
Childers/Jan Middleton
Hole # 7 Loretta Earles/Gloria Thies, Ina Horton/Mary
Madajczyk. Sue Thetford/Freda
Elkins
Hole # 8 Open
Hole # 9 Linda Orr/Pam

COMMUNITY

Williams, Belinda Elliott/Sherri Boyd. Mary Houston/Brenda Payne
Hole # 10 Open
Hole # II Ann lynes/Donna
Tucker, Cynthia DarnalU('onPatsy
McManus,
nie
Woodall/Carolyn Greenfield
Hole # 12 Shirley Wade/Janet
Kirk, Laura Parker/Mary Alice
Smith. Carrla Stokes/Edwina
Bucy
Hole #13 Angela Snodgrass/Patsy Green, Kim HopTucker, Cathy
kins/Helen
Young/Karen Balzer
Hole #14 Freda Steely/Peggy
Shoemaker. Anna Lou ColeKelso. Gayle
man/Sharon
Weaver/Priscilla Holt
Kathty
#I5
Hole
Gifford/Cindy Tucker. Sheri
Henson/Ernestine Love
Cheryl
#16
Hole
Darnell/Kay Crafton, Anna
Duke/Barbara Sloan, Linda
Jones/Claudene Epps
Hole # 17 Matilda Cain/Sue
Collins. Kim Marshall/Rhonda
Hobbs. Ladonna Drake/Misty
Drake.
Melva
#18
Hole
Hatcher/Patsy Neale, Sue Jordan/Polly Buchanan, Betty
McManus/Saundra Hill.
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Patriot Guard Riders
plan two flag signings
Patriot Guard Riders (Standing For
Those Who Stood For Us) will have a flag
signing at Murray Printing from 8 a.m.
Kroger from 4 to
to 3:30 p.m. and at
8 p.m., both on Thursdaa. Persons will be
able to sign a United States Flag which
will be sent to the 438th Military Police
Company now seraing in action in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Charles litunmer) Green said "Persons
will use permanent markers to sign the
Jo's
After the nag Is sent, the 438th group
Datebook flag.
will keep the flag and bring it home with
By Jo Burkeen
them. He urges the public to be at one of
Community
the places on Thursday to sign the flag.
Editor

Garden Department will meet
Photo provded
Glenn Earl Newman is pictured showing one of his prints.

Newman presents program
for New Beginnings
New Beginnings Outreach.
an arm of Westside Jail/Prison
Ministry, recently featured guest
artist and writer. Glenn Earl
Newman, and his wife. Myrna.
at the Murray Group Home.
Newman displayed many of
his art works and told the stories that go with each drawing. He explained his simple an
techniques to the girls and workers at the home.

Newman's stories and pictures of his roots of growing
up in "swamp country" of
Louisiana gave the girls a
glimpse of what life was like
there during Newman's childhood and young adult years.
The Newmans own and operate The Hazel Art Guild out
of their home on Main Street
in Hazel..

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 9:30 a.m, at the Green House classroom at the
Murray State University Pullen Farm. Dr. Pat Williams will
discuss "Green House and Planning for Arboreata." Members
are asked to bring items for Need Line. Joan Hardin and Sue
White will be hostesses.

Special group will meet

Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreaching Office of
Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group on Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office. For information call 759-2373.

Youth Sports plans promotion

Youth Sports Association of Murray will have a rebate promotion from 5 p.m. to midnight on Wednesday at The Big
Apple Cafe. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are
there for the YSA.

Farmers' Market at fairgrounds

Farmers' Market week being celebrated
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County
Murray-Calloway
efforts that support the local
farm economy will join with
other communities statewide in
celebrating Farmers Market
Week in Kentucky from Aug.
2-9.
Murray Main Street's Saturday Market and Farmers Market Murray-Calloway County
are participating during the
week to honor Kentucky's 120
fanners' markets, Some markets across the state will allow
customers to enjoy live music,
cooking demonstrations, children's activities and other attractions to go with the state's
Proud
Kentucky
signature
foods-label promotion. The celebration is sponsored by the
Kentucky Farmers' Market
Association.
According to a news release
from Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer,
he and First Lady Jane Beshear

will officially commemorate the
week at the Lexington Farmers' Market today.
"Farmers markets are a great
source of fresh Kentucky Proud
fruits and vegetables," Farmer
said. -Many also sell canned
goods. meat, dairy products,
crafts, flowers and other products. Those products are made
close to home by your friends
and neighbors. I invite all Kentuckians to go to your local
farmers' market and see what
all the excitement is about."
In Murray. Murray Main
Street's Saturday Market, a program aimed at restoring the
histonc farmer's market tradition in downtown Murray. will
feature farm-fresh produce by
local vendors as well as a special iris sale during the week.
"We will have the Ken-Term
Iris Society selling Rhizomes
which is a one-time a year
event." said Main Street Manager Deana Wright. "In addition, we will be giving out

eco-friendly bags to shoppers.
Some of the farmers may give
taste tests out to customers as
well."
Wnght said the Main Street
Board of Directors is thrilled
to help celebrate market week.
"With this being our tenth
anniversary, we must celebrate
our farmers and the other vendors as well as our loyal customers who make our downtown a festive occasion every
Saturday morning." she said.
"Without their continued support and excitement about the
Downtown Saturday Market.
the market would not be here.
We thank everyone who has participated. We couldn't ask for
a better family."
Meanwhile. Todd Powell,
county extension agent for agriculture, said Farmers Market
Murray-Calloway County at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds
will participate by conducting
business as usual for the week,
but no special programs are

planned.
"We have no major plans
as far as any events or anything going on other than our
general daily and weekly sales."
Powell said.
Everyone is invited to come
out the fairgrounds from 7 a.m.
until about noon on Tuesday.
Aug. 5 and Saturday, Aug. 9
for a choice of some of the
best produce in Calloway County. Both Farmers Market Murray-Calioway County and Murray Main Street's Saturday Market are Kentucky Proud supporters.
On Saturday, Aug. 9. Paducah's Downtown Farmers'
Market will stage a scavenger
hunt for kids and cooking
demonstrations for adults.
Many other markets are planning activities. For more information. go to the Kentucky
Farmers' Market Association
Web site at www.kentuckyfarmersmarketorg.

Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Ky. 121 North, Murray, is open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Featured are a large variety of products locally grown and harvested For more information call
the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.
CCMS will host open house
Calloway County Middle School will host an open house
today from 5 to 7 p.m. for all students and their parents at
the school, according to Tawnya Hunter, principal.

Ladies League to meet tonight

Tuesday Night Ladies Bowling League will meet tonight at
6:30 at Corvette Lanes. New ladies are welcome and your
name will be placed on a team (4 women team) if you do
not have one.

Laker Band Boosters to meet

AKC Licensed Herding Trial will be held at Hazel
A new dog event is com- tion and test classes using ducks
ing to the Murray/Hazel area: and sheep.
The American Kennel Club
Herding.
The German Shepherd Dog Herding program was first startClub of West Kentucky will host ed on June 13, 1989, and is
a two day AKC licensed Herd- open to all breeds belonging
ing Trial on Saturday and Sun- to the herding group, plus Rotday at Glendhenmere Kennels, tweilers, Samoyeds, Standard
and Giant Schnauzers and
Hazel.
Purebred dogs such as Ger- Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs.
The purpose of noncompetman Shepherds, Australian Cattle Dogs. Smooth Collies, Bor- itive herding tests is to offer
der Collies, Shetland Sheep- herding breed owners a standogs and Rottweilers will dardized gauge by which a
demonstrate their herding skills dog's basic instinct and trainin various levels of competi- ability are measured.

The purpose of the competitive herding trial program is
to preserve and develop the
herding skills inherent in the
herding breeds and to demonstrate that they can perform
the useful functions for which
they . were originally bred.
Although herding trials are artificial simulations of pastoral
or farm situations, they are
standardized tests to measure
and develop the characteristics
of the herding breeds.
Dogs must have training and
prior exposure to livestock

Medical Arts
Nome Medical
We offer FREE
home delivery & set-up.

I

We are an Accredited Exemplary Provider with
Licensed Respiratory Therapist available.

Conveniently located in the Medical Arts Building

Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm
Independently Owned and Operated

CCHS Team will be honored

A reception in honor of the new Calloway County High
School Administration team of Brian Wilmurth, principal. Heath
Wall. assistant principal, and Josh McKee!, athletic director,
will be today from 5:30 to 6:30 in the high school cafeteria. The public is invited to attend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For infonnation call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

The Kirksey Park is gearing up for another year of fall
hall league.
Applications are being taken
at the Kirksey Park from 6 to
10 p.m. tonight. Thursday and
Friday.
Deadline for signups will
be on Friday. Aug. 15.
For infor aeon about the
league phone 527-2072 (e-mail
knkseypark@yahoo.com) or
call 489-6140.
Applications can be e-mailed
to you if requested and mailed
to: Kirksey Park, Inc.. P. 0.
Box 12, Kirksey, KY 42054.
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TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, North Fifth St. Weigh-in will
be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calbefore being entered in tests
County Public Library. For information call Pat at 489loway
or trials.
Mike at 873-2336.
or
2909
The German Shepherd Dog
Club of West Ky was started
in the 1980's and holds a iwo Ash Street Center plans classes
Ash Street Learning Center at 203 Ash St., Murray, has
day specialty conformation
show each year in Paducah. This scheduled special classes for the month of August. Basic Comyear, the club was approved puter Skills will be every Wednesday from 1 to 3 p.m. Interby the AKC to hold licensed net Basics will be every Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m. E-mail
I to
herding tests and trials. The club and Online Communications will be every Thursday from
also does Herding Instinct Test- 3 p.m. All classes will be given by Mitchell Brown and there
is no charge. To sign up for classes call 75'3-5000, ext. 310.
ing throughout the year.
There are 14 test class entries
on sheep and 9 entries in the Quilt Lovers sponsoring bus trip
Murray Quilt Lovers is sponsoring a chartered bus for its
competitive trial classes on
ducks. The trial begins at 3:15 members and anyone who is interested in going to the Nashville
p.m on Saturday and 8 a.m Quilt Show on Saturday. Aug. 23. The -cost is $25 - per person which needs to be paid at the time the reservation' is made.
on Sunday.
The public is invited to The bus will leave at 7:15 a.m. from the north end of the
attend and admission is free. Wal-Mart parking lot and return the same day by 7 p.m. To
No unentered dogs are allowed make a reservation or for more information, contact Paula
on the premises. For more Hulick at 753-0323 or 752-0662.
information on the GSDCWKY
or for directions to the trial Street closing announced
site, call (270) 436-2858.
Sycamore Street from Lynnwood Street to Doran. Road will
be closed until 5 p.m. on Friday. Culvert replacements will be
made, according to the release from the city of Murray.

Kirksey Park
gearing up
for fall league

Featuring a wide array of
Oxygen Equipment.

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today at
5:30 at the Calloway County High School band room.
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Bazzell Cemetery needs funds

Bazzell Cemetery is in need of funds for the maintenance
of the cemetery. Persons may send donations to Willis Sanders.
8224 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
4.

Cemetery funds needed

Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
Salem Cemetery. located north of Lynn Grove. They may be
sent to Charles Windsor, treasurer, 166 Honeysuckle Ln., Murray, KY 42071.

Cemetery funds needed

Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery. These may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd. treasurer. 1102 Vine St., Murray. KY 42071.

CCHS Class of 1998 plans event

Calloway County High School Class of 1998 will have its
10-year class reunion on Saturday. Aug. 16, from 7 p.m. to
midnight at the Murray Country Club. For more information
contact Jason Pittman.

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Murray-Calloway
Transitional
Home Board which acquired a
piece, of property on South 5th
Sheet to house tenants of the program The picture was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
New officers of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
are Norma Frank, chairman.
May me Nell Staudacher vice chairman. Sarah Himan. secretary. and
Barbara Simons. treasurer
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Paschall
will be married for 50 years Aug
7.
Births reported include a boy
to Richard and Carolyn Todd. July
31.
20 years ago
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks has issued an
order for Calloway County Clerk
Teresa Rushing to proceed with a
special vote on the wet-dry referendum on Sept. 27. "
Published is a picture of the
21 contestants for the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Contest at a pool party. The contest
will be Aug. 8 at the Murray
State University Lovett auditorium.
Rev. Steve liassung will be
the speaker at the youth revival
to be held at Hazel Baptist Church
Aug. 7- I I
Births reported include a girl
Jerry and Amber Chilton, July 24.
30 years ago
Murray State University Board
of Regents has named Dr. Paul
Lyons as chairman of the department of industrial education and
Dr. David Gibbs as chairman of
the department of mathematics.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court has been awarded a $1,200
grant for a communications project in the office of the Calloway
County Sheriff.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Warren
will be married for 50 years Aug.
12.
40 years ago
Dr. Charles A. Hornra has been

named chairman of the department of psychology at Murray
State University by the Board of
Regents.
Published is a picture of the
newly remodeled sanctuary of First
Baptist Church which was completed in the summer of 1967.
hut has now been paid for completely marking the church is now
debt free. Dr. H. C. Chiles also
marked his 20th year as pastor
on Aug 4.
Murray scored 3 big runs in
the fourth inning of the Pony
League Sectional All-Star Tournament to claim the sectional title
in the 7-2 win over South Gibson, Ind. Johnny Rayburn was the
winning pitcher for Murray.
50 years ago
The second annual Agricultural Tour. sponsored by the Kentucky Agriculture Council will be
today and tomorrow. Points visited will be Ellis Popcorn Company. Shoemaker Popcorn. Ryan Milk
Company and a tobacco warehouse..
Construction has started on the
new educational building at Memorial Baptist Church. The contract
for $77770 was let to Jimmy
Bucy, owner of Bucy Building
Supplies.
Ralph Oliver of the Mona),
Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America attended the FFA Leadership Training
Center at Hardinsburg to receive
instruction in the safe use of fire
arms in the Hunter Safety Program.
60 years ago
Four streets in Murray have been
deeded to the Commonwealth of
Kentucky by the Murray City Council, according to George Hart.
mayor. They are Fourth from Ch.astnut to Sycamore, Main from east
city' limits to 12th, 12th from
Chestnut to Sycamore and Chestnut from 4th to 12th. From now
on these streets will be maintained
by the state and brought up to
specifications.

COMICS / FEATLRES
Cheating is rampant both
in and out of the classroom
DEAR READERS: When
I printed the letter about cheating in school from "Valedictorian Contender" on May 27,
my staff and I were deluged
with mail. It you're interested
in what folks had to say, here
is a sample:
DEAR
ABBY: My
husband and
I
recently
retired from
teaching at a
highly rated,
competitive
Midwestern
public
school.
By Abigail
Cheating
Van Buren
was
rampant, from
copying homework to textmessaging during tests in the
classroom. When confronted,
the cheaters were surprised and
usually asserted that "everyone else does it." And they
were right.
Cheating occurs in the classroom, in sports, in extra-curricular activities and in the
hallways, and has become more
acceptable among students than
ever before. Teachers are practically powerless to control it;
administrators seem to have
no idea how to handle it. Parents don't want to get involved
for fear of angering their children, and a strong leader may
be "asked" to back down from
pursuing it.
My husband and I tried many
times to make students understand that what they were doing
or thinking was wrong and
needed to be corrected, only
to be met with an incredulous
stare, a sneer perhaps, and

Dear Abby

Todayinillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 5, the
218th day of 2008. There are 148
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 5, 1858, the first
trans-Atlantic telegraph cable, the
dreamchild of American businessman Cyrus Field, was laid between
Newfoundland and Irelatorti(14Ow ever, after several weeks of use,
the cable burned out.)
On this date:
in 1864, during the Civil War,
Union Adm, David G. Farragut
led his fleet to victory in the Battle of Mobile Bay. Ala.
In 1884, the cornerstone for
the Statue of Liberty's pedestal
was laid on Bedloe's Island in
New York Harbor.
In 1914, one of the first, if
not the first, electric traffic light
systems was installed in Cleveland. Ohio. at the intersection of
ES A Et

Beach.
In 1981. the federal government began finng air traffic controllers who had gone out on
strike.
Ten years ago: Iraqi President
Saddarn Hussein broke off cooperation with U.N. weapons inspectors and demanded the commission monitoring the weapons be
reorganized. Marie Noe of Philadelphia was arrested and charged
with first-degree murder, accused
of smothering eight of her children to death between 1949 and
1968.(Noe later received 20 years'
probation.)
Five years ago: Episcopal leaders in Minneapolis voted to approve
the election of the Rev. V. Gene
Robinson. an openly gay clergyman. as bishop of the Diocese of
New Hampshire. A car bombing
at the Marriott hotel in Jakarta.
Indonesia, killed 12 people.
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105th Street and Euclid Avenue.
In 1924, the comic strip "Little Orphan Annie," by Harold
Gray, made its debut.
In 1933, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt established the National Labor Board, which was later
replaced with the National Labor
Relations Board.
In 1953, Operation Big Switch
began as prisoners taken during
the Korean conflict were exchanged
at Panmunjom.
In 1962. actress Marilyn Monroe. 36, was found dead in her
Los Angeles home; her death was
ruled a probable suicide from an
overdose of sleeping pills.
In 1963, the United States.
Britain and the Soviet Union signed
a treaty in Moscow banning nuclear
tests in the atmosphere, in space
and underwater.
In 1968, the Republican national convention convened in Miami
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UTIs and yeast infections
in vicious cycle
DEAR DR. (;OTT: I am a
47-year-old premenopausal woman
who has had countless urinarytract infections that have been treated with many types of antibiotics.
Fhe UTIs are followed by yeast
infections, treated with countless
over-the-counter and prescnption
medications.
lye even
taken my husband to the
gynecologist
with me, and
we've
both
been treated
with fluconarole,
the
generic
equivalent of
Diflucan.
I take 500
By
milligrams of
Dr. Peter Gott cranberr y
extract daily,
which helps prevent Ulls, and I
am on a multivitamin, iron, cal.
cium and Metamucil or Benefiber
to prevent constipation. I use an
allergy-fighter detergent without
perfumes or dyes and wash in
hot water, but no matter what I
do. the infections continue. Do
you have any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Most urinary-tract infections affect the urethra and bladder but may involve
any aspect of the unnary system.
They are generally caused by E.
coil bacteria. Initial symptoms can
be urgency, burning. a strong odor
and blood in the urine.
Because of the structure of
their anatomies, women — particularly those who are sexually'
active and/or post-menopausal —
are more prone to infection than
are men.
Drink more water than usual,
and avoid caffeine, alcohol and
citrus juices until any infection
has cleared.
Yeast infections are quite common and occur when too many

then, "Can I go now?" We began
asking ourselves that same
question and realized last year
that WE "could go now" -and we did. More of our time
was spent trying to teach moral
values and ethics and less was
spent on the required curriculum.
You were fight when you
said people's codes of ethics
have taken a nosedive in the
last decade. It's rampant in
every aspect of life as you
mentioned. But when it's rampant in our schools, it eliminates any chance of fixing it
for coming generations. -RETIRED IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR ABBY: In recent
years it seems cheating is
encouraged by parents. I have
seen it when teaching Sunday
school to seventh-graders. The
father of one of the Scouts in
our local Scout troop even
called cheating "just a form
of competitive advantage."
For a long time I have carried a quote in my wallet that
is my favorite saying:'Our lives
begin to end the day we become
silent about things that matter." The person who said it
was the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. -- TONY S.. NEW
MILFORD, CONN.
DEAR ABBY: After teaching in public and private schools
for 44 years, I believe that
most students are honest the
majority of the time. However, I would advise "Valedictorian" to pay attention. Make
mental notes of the names of
her classmates who cheat every
chance they get. Do not forget who they are. She will be
meeting them all the rest of
her life.
If they go into business,
shop elsewhere. If they become
bankers, put your money elsewhere. If they go into the service industries, get your car or
your teeth repaired somewhere
else.
Above all, do not let your
siblings marry- one of them - marriage is the biggest "test"
of all. -- E.B., LINDEN, ALA.

Dr. Gott

yeast cells gross .n the sagina.
The most common tom is called.
candida albicans. Other CAUSt'N are
high estrogen levels during pregnancy. hormone-replacement therapy, certain health problems such
as diabetes and the use of antibi- •
otics.
antifungal
Over-the-counter
creams and suppositories, as well
as antifungal tablets taken orally: •
are available for control of symptoms, which can include a cottage cheese-like discharge.
As a general rule, if a person.
experiences more than four infections within a year. an appointment should be made with a gynecologist or primary care physi- clan for testing. The reason for'
this is to verify that symptoms
are actually being caused by yeast ,
and not diabetes or another med-.
ical condition.
Prevention of yeast infection
can include avoiding douching.
feminine sprays, scented toilet
paper and deodorant tampons.
Women should wear cotton underwear instead of silk or synthetic
fabrics, and they should avoid tight- .
fitting clothing.
You have a vicious cycle going
on here with medication given for
a UTI that causes a yeast infection, which causes the problem
all over again. Nothing is eradicated consistently. The next time
a UTI occurs, have your primary- •
care physician or gynecologist settle on one prescription medication. Include one or two jars of
yogurt or acidophilus tablets in'
your daily diet while on the drug.
Drink a glass or two of 100-percent cranberry' juice daily, too. If
this doesn't deter infection, obtain.
a second opinion to find the real
source of the problem. Get tested for diabetes, and both you and
your husband should be screened
for sexually transmitted diseases
and infections.

-ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
41 7 4 3
•(,) 10 5
•AK(,)
41 62
EAST
WEST
4A K 82
Q 10 9 5
•
9
74 3
6
•
•9 7 4
•6 2
+854
•AQ 1093
SOUTH
•6
•A K J 82
•.1 10 R 5 3
•K 7
The bidding.
North
East
South
West
i V
Redble I4
4V
2•
2+
Opening lead — king of spades.
A recurrent theme of many deals
is that declarer must assume that the
adverse cards are divided in a specific way because if they are not, he
cannot make the contract.
Consider this band where West
leads the A-K of spades. South ruffs,
arid there seems to he little to the
play, since he can count 10 tricks in
hearts and diamonds, llowes-er, a
complication arises when he leads a
heart to the ten and a heart back to
the king, and West shows out.
If South extracts Lases two
remaining trumps at this point, he
will he unable to collect use dia-

DEAR ABBY: Your reply
to 'Valedictorian" was, as usual,
on target. The notion of (personal) responsibility is another "R" that should be taught
in school. -- WAY TO GO IN
MONTANA
DEAR WAY TO GO:
Thank you for the kind words,
but I beg to differ. Responsibility for one's actions should
be taught in the home, by
example. by the parents Readers, more on this tomorrow.
WOO

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

mond melts, since he won't be able
to get hack to his hand after cashing
the three high diamonds in dummy
If he delays the extraction of
trumps and instead attempts to cash
the A-K-Q of diamonds first, he ntns
the risk that Last will ruff and defeat
him.
What does declarer do in such a .
situation't inst. he makes an assumption that the adverse cards are
divided in such a way that the contract can be made. •lo play on any
other basis would be a form of
defeatism.
In the present case. South dismisses from consideration hands
where Last has no diamonds or onla'
one. Ile cannot make four hearts if
either of these conditions exists.
He next turns to cases %% here East
has two, three, four or five diamonds.
In all of these cases, he can make the •
contract by proper play. South therefore stops drawing trumps and '
cashes the A-K of diamonds, noting •
with satisfaction that both opponenh •
follow suit.
Since it would be dangerous to
East
cash the queen at this point
can ruff if he started with only two
diamonds — South resumes drawing
trumps. lie plays the A-1, being careful to discard the queen of diamonds, ,
from dummy on the fourth heart.'
With the queen out of the way,
declarer is then able to cash the J-10of diamonds to make the contract.

Tomorrow: The pressure principle.
• ZiJON k,ng I rator, ndo,ate

Crosswords
ACROSS

h.A

EtI_CIINI COI ECD
FORTONATEt.Y, IT'S STILL
LNDER WARRANTY

WOW YOUR NEW CAR RESPONDS
TO 1/0(Ca. COMMANOS7
n

GI A 11
- Fl El L_ 2A Cie
YEAH, I GOT THEM
FROM MY 1._A1'iN
DANCE iNsTRuCTOR,
RAOUL

iPRING! THEY'RE I
FOR YOU,140N

1 Quagmire
4 Shogun's
warrior
9 — -de-sac
12 Metal source
13 More or less
14 Brady Bill
opposer
15 "Luck — —
Lady'
16 Jowly canines
17 Cab's year
18 Lund novels
20 Six-pointer
21 Poet — Auden
23 Sea. to Yves
24 Rather
28 Lean-to
30 Ongoing melodrama (2 was )
32 Psyched up
34 Monastery
dweller
35 Branch
36 Reserve
39 Jeans go-with
40 Icy
12 I

41 A Gabor sister
43 Boat prefix
44 Yr fraction
45 Stone
monument
47 Injection
50 Bridle part
51 Topaz or opal
54 Equip
55 Embarrass
56 Have
a mortgage
57 Hot spring
58 Firmed up
as muscles
59 Do alterations
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DOWN
Palm off
Before
Tide type
Port near
Pompeii
5 Popular
analgesic
6 Eggy drinks
7 Roast beef au
I
2
3
4

8-5 it) 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
8 Love —
first sight
9 News network
10 Coffee server
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51 52
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17 Pass a bill
19 Doubtful
answer
20 Excessively
21 Quay
22 Larger
24 Einstein's
continuum
25 Frog cousin
26 Ohio Indians
27 Comes
unglued
29 Dog in Oz
31 Prince Valiants
eidest
33 Thingamajig
honcho
Co
37
38 Tied the score
42 Cartoonist
— Capp
45 Madonna ex
46 Id companions
47 Ballqarne slat
48 Pet shop sound
49 Putters org
50 Letter before
sigma
52 Meadow
browser
53 Kitty's plaint
55 Blvd
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2 Fort Campbell soldiers killed
FORT CAMPBELL Ky (AP. - The Defense Department has
announced the deaths of two Fort Campbell soldiers over the weekend, one in Iraq and another in Afghanistan.
The military announced Monday that 34-year-old Pfc, Jennifer
L. Cole of Amencan Canyon, Calif., died Saturday from injuries
suffered in a non-combat incident in Bayji. Iraq.
The cause of her death is under investigation. She was assigned
to the 426th Support Battalion, 1st Brigade Combat Team, 101st
Airborne Division.
Also on Monday, the military said 24-year-old Sgt. Ryan P.
Baumann of Great Mills, Md., died Friday on Route Alaska,
Afghanistan. He was wounded when his vehicle hit an improvised
explosive device.
He was assigned to 4th Battalion, 320th Field Artilleq
Regiment, 4th Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne Division.

AP

President Bush arrives to make remarks to military personnel in Eielson AFB,
Alaska Monday

Bush: Iraq no longer 'hopeless'

EIELSON AIR FORCE
BASE. Alaska (API
—
President Bush said Monday
that U.S. troops going to Iraq
soon will find a country dramatically different from the one that
was "hopeless" before his troop
buildup.
Beginning a weeklong Asian
tour with a refueling stop in
Alaska. the president offered
thanks to units from this base
near Fairbanks and nearby Fort
Wainwright that have done tours
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
He also noted an Army
Stryker
brigade
from
Wainwright is about to deploy to
Iraq. saying it will be "heading
into a different situation "
"About a year ago people
thought Iraq was lost and hopeless. People were saying let's get
out of there, it doesn't matter to
our national security. Iraq's
changed — a lot," Bush said.
"The terrorists are on the run."
And he again asserted that
fighting them was not a law
enforcement problem. "If it's a
law enforcement matter. that

means you react after the crime.
I think it's important
to stop
the crime from happening in the
first place."
*The United States today and
tomorrow must stay on the
offense and keep the pressure on
this enemy and bring 'em to justice so they don't hurt the
American citizen again," Bush
said.
As Air Force One refueled,
the president got an enthusiastic
welcome from the military
members in a hangar known as
the Thunderdome. But for him,
there also was a delicate bit of
politics at play.
Among those in attendance
was Sen. Ted Stevens, whose
indictment
on
corruption
charges has roiled Republican
politics and prompted some of
his colleagues to keep their distance.
Bush acknowledged Stevens
briefly and warmly, saying the
military has no stronger friend.
Josh Bolten, the president's
chief of staff, was seen chatting
with Stevens after the president

spoke.
As a member of Alaska's delegation, Stevens was invited as a
matter of protocol.
White House pr.:33 secretary
Dana Perino said Stevens' participation
was "absolutely
appropriate."
Perino said she did not think
Bush had spoken to Stevens
since his indictment last week.
The 4.0-year Senate veteran is
accused of concealing gifts from
a powerful oil services company. He has pleaded not guilty to
the seven-count indictment
against him.
Stevens faces a tough reelection fight this year.He says
he expects to be vindicated
before the November general
election, thanks to a speedy trial
he requested.
Eielson is home to the 354th
Fighter Wing, which supports
operations in the Pacific.
The president departed after
his comments for Seoul, South
Korea.
His agenda in Asia this week
is front-loaded with trouble on

the continent: nuclear worries,
political repression, recovery
from natural disaster. Then
comes plenty of sports.
Bush's last venture as president to the Far East is built
around the Olympics in Beijing.
Yet with less than six months
left in office, he is also out to
show that the United States is
engaged in Asia's affairs, and
that the economic and security
dividends pay off back home.
His enthusiastic plans to
attend the Olympics are meant
to pay respect to the Chinese
people in their moment of glory.
Yet as hard as Bush tries to
define the games only in the
context of sports, there is no
escaping the politics of a world
event held in a police state.
China, trying to ensure the
event is clean of controversy,
has only intensified its repression of political dissent, religious expression and press coverage. Bush says he can and will
candidly raise concerns about
China's human rights record to
President Hu Jintao.

Marines ordered to stay
longer in Afghanistan
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Pentagon has ordered
roughly 1,250 Marines serving
as trainers for the Afghan security forces to stay on the warfront almost a month longer to
continue a mission that military
leaders say is a top pnority,
according to a senior military
official.
In
addition.
Defense
Secretary Robert Gates has
authorized the deployment of up
to 200 other troops to
Afghanistan to support the
Marines. That includes eight
helicopter crews that could be
shied from Iraq if commanders
decide.
The senior military official
spoke to The Asso,:iated Press
on Monday on condition of
anonymity because the formal
announcement has not yet been
made.
The decision to extend the
tour of the 2nd Battalion, 7th
Marine
Regiment
in
Afghanistan comes just a month
after defense officials told the
24th Marine Expeditionary Unit
that it would stay an extra month
in Afghanistan.

According to the official, the
decision to hold the battalion
there longer is pan of an effort
to capitalize on the gains the
Marines have made in the training mission. The extension.
means that the battalion would.
return home in late November. „
Asked about Gates' decision,
Pentagon presa secretary Geoff
Morrell said the secretary was
responding to a request from the
commanders.
Gates "is always pained to
have to extend tours. He understands the effect that has on the,
families of our forces, but he
also appreciates our commanders' need to make additional
progress while the weather is
still good in AfOanistan,"
Morrell said.
Gates' decision to send the
other support forces comes after
weeks of discussions by top military leaders who scrambled to
find needed troops. He authorized Army Lt. Gen. Martin E.
Dempsey, who is temporarily in
charge
of
U.S.
Central
Command, to shift up to eight
helicopters and their crews from
Iraq to Afghanistan.

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours oragc
gipa for pig upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2008' section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from alp) kilatilib
icitteusesfwel4ant to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send It to us before
Wed , Aug. 20th at 5 p.m.
To thank you for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing to win
one of two $100 cash prizes
Favorite Place to Get Catfish

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Mexican Restourent

Favorite Broker/lnvestment Firm

Favorite Chinese Restain•faii

favorite Antique Store

Favotite BBQ itmeaurarti

Favorite Car Wadi

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Pmt Control Service

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Veterinarian
Favorite Place To Get A Burger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Video Rental

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Golf Cause

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place TO Eat IlulTet

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Photography

Favorite A4

-ce Store

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Cable Provider

lett to

-

•

Favorite Oil Change Service
Fa. one Fitness Center
Favorite Hail Salon
Favorite Framing Store
Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Place To Get Fan Food

Favorite Tanning Sidon

Favorite Place To Get Hoene Cooking

Favorite Bank

Favorite Orthodontist

'1111.

Favorite Towing Servb
Favorite Family Practitioner

Favorite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Coffee House

11404,
TH CLIP

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Place To Get Pizza
Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Bank Teller

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

!Maw lipchode nowt A Nei

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Real Estate Agency
Favorite Consipunent Shop
Favorite Real Estate Agent
Favorite insurance Agency
Favorite Gas Maims

Favorite Ladies Clothing

VOTE BY
AUG.20TH

Favorite Clothing Store

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED
. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites
in our special "Best of Calloway County
Readers' Choice 2008' section published in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:
Name
Phone

1.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

CONTEST RULES:
Must be at least 18 years of age to enter Employees of this newspaper and
their families are not eligible. 2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p m on Wed Aug 20th 3 Cash prize winners will be
selected via random drawing Decision of newspaper
Is final 4. At least 10 categories must be filled In for your ballot to be valid
and counted. 5. All entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6 Entries must Include full name &
phone number to lo• valid & counted.
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-
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CCHS COMES IN
AT No.9, MHS
GETS IN AT 16
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
BluegrassPreps.com released
its annual preseason football
rankings Monday night, and
both local squads are ranked
in the top 20 in their respective classes.
Calloway County comes in
at ninth in Class 4A, making
the Lakers the highest ranked
:civad in District I. Lone Oak.
District I champion and eventual state runner-up last season
to third in the district, coming in at No. 12 in
the poll.
• Hopkins County Central
ranks one spot ahead of the
Purple Flash at No. 11. Muhlenberg North rounds out the
district squads, coming in at
No. 33 in the 35-team class.
Both Calloway and Hopkins
County Central return full stables for their 2008 campaigns,
While Lone Oak will have several spots to fill, including
replacing record-breaking quarterback Corey Robinson.
Defending champion Lexington Catholic claims the top
spot in Class 4A, followed by
Bell County and Boyle County.
Murray netted a No. 16
ranking in Class 2A, placing
the Tigers third among Disttict 1 schools. Last season's
district champ. Trigg County.
barely retained the top spot.
The Wildcats come in at No.
10 and are immediately followed by Caldwell County at
No. 11.
Last season's district runner-up Heath falls in at No.
19 after losing star running
back Chad Wright to graduation. Reidland, which has struggled to keep its numbers up,
comes in at the final spot in
Class 2A, No. 33.
Lexington Christian claims
the top spot in Class 1A, while
&fending champ Beechwootl
falls to No. 2. Mayfield comes
in at No 4 and Fulton City
falls in at No. 15.
In Class 3A. top honors go
to Belfry. Defending champidn Central comes in at No. 2
kind Paducah Tilghman is No.
3.
•See POLL,2B

BluegraloPrOpS.COM Poll
The seventh annual preseason rank- 1
}rigs from BluegrassPreps.com For
the first time, the website has provided rankings of every team In all six
Pleases. The 100 20 In Classes 2A end
4A, as well as other schools of local
Interest are published here:
Class 2A
School
1 Fon Campoeli
2 Danville
18 Newport Central Catholic
Prestonsburg
6 Green Co
18 Owensboro Catholic
7. Cofbin
11.1. DeSales

9 Bardstown
TrrggCo
Caldweil Co
Glasgow
Middlesboro
Covington Holy Cross
Metceee Co
16. Murray
17 Monroe Co
18 Hancock Co
39 Heath
60 Leslie Co
11
:12
-13
:1-4

•
Cuss 4A
bchool
Lexington Catholic
Bell Co
S. Boyle Co
. North Bullitt
6 Warren East
Franklin-Simpson
Z. Franklin Co
Bullitt East
4. Calloway Co.
::10 Harrison Co
11 Hockins Co Central
12. Lone Oak
13 Rockcastle Co
14 Western
:15 Knox Central
16 Fairclale
17 Valley
18 Greenup Co
19 Marion Co
20 Logan Co

is.

Other Local Schools
Marshal! Co No 34(Class bA) Graves
Co No 35 (Class 65). Mayfield No 4
1Class IA). Paducah Tilghman No 3
!Class 3A) Reidland No 33(Class 2A

SECTION B
e-mail: aportsttmurrayledger.com

COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP

Summitt goes deep into pockets
UT COACH MAKES
$600K GIFT TO
KNOXVILLE, MARTIN
CAMPUSES
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API — Coach
Pat Summitt will donate $600010 to
the University of Tennessee to be shared
by the Knoxville and Martin campuses.
The donation will be given over
several years to support the women's
basketball programs at both campuses
and includes a $100,0l.X) endowed scholarship for a Lady Vols basketball grad-

uate assistant in honor of Summitt's women the same opportunities"
parents. Richard and Hazel Head.
Two other coaches
The 56-year-old Summitt has spent have made similar con34 seasons as the Lady Vols coach tributions. Men's coach
and led the program to an unprece- Bruce Pearl endowed the
dented eight national championships, Dane Bradshaw Scholincluding titles in each of the last two arship Endowment in
years. She is 983-182 overall.
March 2007 and foot- !
Summitt played basketball and vol- ball coach Phillip Fulmer
announced
in
Summftt
leyball at Tennessee-Martin.
"I have been very fortunate to have August 2007 a $I million gift for academics and athletics.
the opportunity to play basketball as a
"Pat is an amazing asset for the
student-athlete at UT-Martin and spend
35 years as a coach at UT-Knoxville," University of Tennessee," UT PresiSummitt said. "I appreciate every oppor- dent John Petersen said in a statement.
tunity both schools have given me and "Far beyond her obvious achievements
hope this gift will afford other young as a coach, she is a role model, a

leader, a champion for academics and
graduation, and I cannot imagine a single individual who has done more to
contribute to the success and the respect
of women's athletics in this country."
As a student at Tennessee-Martin,
Summitt played basketball and volleyball from 1970-1974 there and was courted to coach at the Knoxville campus
as a 2I-year-old senior.
"We are excited to have this generous support from coach Summitt. Her
commitment will provide a major boost
to our women's athletics program," UTMartin Chancellor Thomas Rakes said.

WILDCAT
FOOTBALL

BASEBALLROUNDUP

Bnngin' The
Thunder

Warford
out for UK
CORNERBACK
COULD BE BACK
NEXT YEAR
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky cornerback Paul Warford has been ruled ineligible
for the 2008 season, though
he could return to the team in
2009.
Warford started 11 games
for the Wildcats
last season, with
41 tackles and
two
interceptions. The junior from Richmond, Ky., will
not be enrolled
Warford
during the fall
semester and will be redshirted by the team. He could return
to school in January' and be
back on the field in 2009.
The Wildcats could also be
without offensive guard Christian Johnson this season. The
senior from Fort Campbell, Ky.,
has a back injury and is facing an eligibility issue. Johnson has started 15 games in
three seasons with the Wildcats and could be redshirted
if necessary.
Kentucky opens training
camp on Tuesday.

M. SPENCER GREEN / AP
Houston pitcher Geoff Geary covers up in the dugout as strong wind and rain
converge on Wrigley Field during the sixth inning Monday in Chicago.

STORMS DISRUPT CUBS; BREWERS FIGHT IN DUGOUT
By The Associated Press
A thunderous boom and a series of
lightning strikes around Wrigley Field
cut short the Cubs' chance to rally for
a win on a windy, rainy night. For Milwaukee, a storm was Brewing in the
team's own dugout.
The Astros withstood a wild night
of weather featuring two powerful storms
and two delays to beat the Chicago
Cubs 2-0 in a game called in the eighth
inning on Monday.
In a game that featured a 2 hour,
45 minute delay and a tornado warning for downtown Chicago, it was lightning that finall;" sealed the game's fate.
With the thunderous crashes sounding
so close, Lance Berkman rushed off the
field and was not about to return under
those conditions.
Seconds later, the umpires waved his
Houston teammates off, as well.
"Let me say this: I've never been
more nervous on the field in my life,"
Berkman said. "I'll stand out there in
the rain storm all day long. But thunder and lightning, in that kind of proximity, it's definitely a hazard."
At Cincinnati. Brewers slugger Pnnce
Fielder and pitcher Manny Parra got
into a shoving match in the dugout during a 6-3 loss to the Reds.
"If you want to know what happened
or what transpired — blow-by-blow or
what words were said — I'm sorry,
you're not going to know," manager
Ned Yost said, his voice rising. "It's
private. It's between us, and it's not a
big deal. And it's not the first time it
ever happened. and it won't be the last."
In other NL games on Monday night,
it was: Washington 9, Colorado 4: Arizona 13, Pittsburgh 7; and San Francisco 4, Atlanta 2.
Bronson Arroyo (10-8) lasted six
innings on a muggy night and hit a
bases-loaded double for Cincinnati, leav-

CARDINAL
FOOTBALL

On the
fast
track
U0FL COACH
SAYS NEW
PLAYERS NEED
TO DEVELOP
FAST

AL BEHRMAN / AP
Prince Fielder (28) is held back by his teammates after he had an altercation with starting pitcher Manny Parra in the dugout against Cincinnati
Monday. Cincinnati won 6-3.
ing the Brewers with a next-to-nothing
lead in the NL wild card race.
'Their patience is running out, too.
After Parra (9-5) left for a pinchhitter in the seventh inning, first baseman Fielder went up to him in the
dugout and exchanged words. Fielder then
shoved Parra twice before teammates
pulled him away.
It was reminiscent of Aug. 2 last
season, when manager Yost got into a
heated dispute with catcher Johnny Estrada in the dugout tunnel during a loss
to the Mets and players intervened. That
came during a run of 10 losses in 14

games, a fade that dropped them out
of first place.
There's good reason for rising frustration.
Since they were tied with the Cubs
for first place in the NL Central on
July 26. the Brewers have dropped seven
of nine. They got swept by the Cubs
in a four-game showdown last week,
and saw their lead for the wild card
reduced to a half-game over idle St.
Louis with their latest loss.
Fielder declined through a club
spokesman to talk to the media. Parra
•See BRAWL, 2B

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville football coach Steve
Kragthorpe says he's excited
to get back together with his
team but knows he has a lot
of teaching to do.
The Cardinals are scheduled
to begin practicing without pads
Tuesday afternoon.
Louisville
Jost 15 starters
on offense and
from
Kragthorpe defense
last
season's
squad, including wide receivers
Harry Douglas and Mario Urn).tia, tight end Gary Barnidge,
and linebacker Lamar Myles,
all practicing with NFL teams.
Kragthorpe says those three
positions are where Louisville
will need to get players to fill
in quickly.
Kragthorpe says it's going
to be doubly tough on those
players who haven't been
through the Cardinals' spring
and summer practices before.
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2,Q29.
Tough
Test
U.S. SURVIVES
AUSSIES, WIN
BY
Dustin Wilson (pictured) and friend Paul Matthai caught this 23-pound catfish
while fishing on Kentucky Lake on July 19

Sandy Holman (third from left), of Murray, recently visited her son Chad Culp
(right) of Anchorage, Alaska. While fishing out of Homer. Alaska, Chad caught a
154-pound halibut and some smaller 30-50 pounders.

Ohio State eyes
another Big 10 title
By GENARO C. ARMAS
State's Bobby Bowden for most
among major college football
AP Spoils Writer
Ohio State's James Lauri- coaches. But an age-old quesnaitis peeked at a reporter's tion has emerged again at Penn
notebook while giving an inter- State: Will this be the 8I-yearold Patemo's last season on
view and noticed a mistake.
the sideline?
"You spelled my name
-Michigan is in transition
wrong," Laurinaitis interruptas
new coach Rich Rodriguez
ed. finding a missing 'a' in
installs his vaunted spread
his last name.
offense - without a proven
Quite the perfectionist, that
quarterback.
All-American linebacker.
-Illinois will try to prove
The loaded Buckeyes are it's no one-year
wonder, while
favored to win the Big Ten Purdue coach
Joe Tiller hopes
for a fourth straight year. But his high-flying
offense can
while conference crowns are nudge its way
into the upper
nice. Ohio State wouldn't mind end of the standings in his
erasing the memories of lop- final season before retirement.
sided losses in the last two
Yet all that may take a
BCS title games with a nationbackseat to another BCS title
al championship.
run by the Buckeyes.
The perfect ending to a seaTwenty starters return for
son has been elusive for these
coach Jim Tressel, including
Buckeyes.
Laurinaitis and bullish 1,000"I've never gotten compla- yard rusher Chris "Beanie"
cent." he said recently. "Let's Wells. Tressel also added superface it, when you're in Colum- recruit TerreIle Pryor, who
bus. you're the team down could have an all-purpose role
there. It's something where you on offense while playing underare part of something special." study to steady starting quarOther interesting story lines terback Todd Boeckman.
abound around the Big Ten.
"You hear about them all
-Joe Paterno's 372 wins the time," Rodriguez said about
are one behind onl Florida the Bucke es. "I still have on

CASTLEMAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.
16C0 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5/166
Monday Friday • 7:00 n.in.-5:00 7 .0
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•TOY0 *FIRESTONE •KUMHO
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•Used Tires

TERRY GILLIAM / AP
Ohio State head football
coach Jim Tressel times a
play during the first day of
football practice Monday in
Columbus, Ohio.
my desk from the first day I
got the job a 'Beat Ohio State'
button, so (it's) not like I needed to be reminded about that.
But I do think it's fun."
Still for all their talent, the
Buckeyes weren't good enough
to beat LSU in the BCS title
game last season, or Florida
for the 2006 championship.
That has renewed debate by
some college football fanatics
about the strength of a conference viewed by critics as
slow and plodding against the
speed of the SEC or elite programs such as Southern CaliThe Big Ten went 3-5 last
ear in bowl games, including 0-2 in the BCS - the
'(her loss being Illinois' 4917 stinker to USC in the Rose
Howl.
Perhaps no team wants to
change the minds of Big Ten
naysayers more than the Buckeyes. They'll get their first
chance on Sept. 13 at USC.
"Whenever people are telling
you, 'You guys aren't going
to be any good,- he said,
"you want to prove everybody
wrong."

By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
SHANGHAI, China(AP)Undefeated, but no longer
unchallenged.
The U.S. Olympic basketball team wrapped up its exhibition schedule with its toughest test, pulling away to beat
Australia 87-76 Tuesday night
in its final game before heading to Beijing.
The United States led by only
four points nearly halfway
through the third quarter and
was up by seven midway
through the fourth against an
Australian team that was resting its best player, Milwaukee
Bucks center Andrew Bogut.
The Americans relied on an
aggressive defensive effort to
overcome a horrendous night
from 3-point range and the free
throw line, the same areas that
proved costly in their semifinal loss to Greece in the world
championships two years ago.
Dwyane Wade scored 22
points and LeBron James had
16 for the Americans, who finished 3-of-I8 from behind the
arc and 20-of-33 (61 percent)
at the foul line.
Patrick Mills and Chris
Anstey, who had a first-half
altercation with Wade, each
scored 13 points for Australia.
The U.S. team seemed in
control after allowing one basket in the final 5 1/2 minutes
of the first half to open a 4429 lead. But the Americans
left that defensive intensity in
the locker room, allowing a
number of open 3-pointers and
uncontested drives to the basket.
The Australians outscored the
Americans 13-2 to open the
third quarter, pulling to 46-42
on David Barlow's layup with
6:52 remaining in the period.
The United States regrouped
behind Wade and Carmelo
Anthony, rebuilding the lead
to double digits headed to the
fourth.
Michael Redd and Wade had
layups to open the scoring in
the fourth, pushing the U.S.
lead to 69-55. Australia scored
n.ne of the next II points to
pull within seven with still half
the period left, making the
upset seem possible. The crowd
even got behind the Australians,
loudly booing a call that overruled what seemed to a potential three-point play for them
on an offensive rebound.
The Americans got their running game going again, and
Wade had some easy baskets
as they pulled away for their
closest victory. A 2I-point win
over Russia was the previous
closest game for the Americans, who came in averaging
110.8 points and shooting 64.2
percent from the field.
The United States faces host
Sunday in its Olympic
p
opener.
Bogut, the No. 1 pick in
the 2005 draft, wanted more
time to rest a sore right ankle
that has been bothering him,
but said he expects to be ready
by the opener against Croatia
on Sunday.
The Australians threw a scare
into defending gold medalist
Argentina in an earlier friendly, building a 19-point lead in
the third quarter before losing
95-90.
They started well in this
game, with Mills fearlessly driving to the basket and helping
Australia lead by four on a
couple of occasions in the first
quarter before the Americans
rallied to grab a 22-19 lead.
U.S. coach Mike Krzyzewski started the second quarter
with a lineup of James, Kobe
Bryant, Wade, Anthony and
Deron Williams. Australia wasn't intimidated by that unit.
with Wade and Anstey jawing
after Anstey fouled Wade away
from the ball and the players
got tangled when the U.S. guard
got up.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tampa Bay
66 45 595
Boston
64 49 566
3
New York
61 51 545 5 1/2
Toronto
56 56 50010 1/2
Baltimore
13
53 58 477
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
61 49 555
Minnesota
62 50 554
Detroit
55 56 495 612
Kansas City
53 60 469 9 12
Cleveland
49 62 44112 12
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
70 42 625
Texas
59 54 52211 12
Oakland
53 58 47716 1,2
Seattle
43 69 384
27

Monday's Games
Toronto 6, Oakland 1
Cleveland 5 Tampa Bay 2
Texas 9, NY Yankees 5
Kansas City 4. Boston 3
L.A Angels 6 Baltimore 5
Seattle 11, Minnesota 6
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Smith 5-101 at Toronto
(Richmond 0-11. 6.07 p m
Cleveland (Carmona 5-3) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 7-7). 6.10 p.m
N Y Yankees (Peddle 12-8) at Texas
(Harrison 2-2), 705 p m.
Boston (Beckett 9-8) at Kansas City
(Bannister 7-9). 7:10 p.m
Detroit (Robertson 6-8) at Chicago
White Sox ,G Floyd 114). 7 11 p.m
Baltimore (Waters 0-0) at L A Angels
!Garland 10-6). 9 05 p m
Minnesota (Baker 7-3) at Seattle
(Dickey 3-6). 9-10 pm
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (Sowers 14)at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 8-5), 11 40 a.m.
Baltimore (Olson 8-51 at L A Angels
(E Santana 12-5). 2:35 pm
Minnesota (Blackburn 8-6) at Seattle
(Washburn 5-10), 340 p.m
Oakland (DuChscherer 10-7) at Toronto
(Marcum 5-5), 607 pm
N.Y. Yankees (Pettit% 12-81 at Texas
(Hamson 2-2). 7 05 p m
Boston (Beckett 9-8) at Kansas City
(Bannister 7-9). 7-10 p rr
Detroit (Robertson 6-8) at Chicago
White Sox (G Floyd 11-6). 711 pm

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
61 50 550
PhiiadelPhia
Florida
59 53 527 21/2
58 53 523
Nevi York
3
51 61 45510 1/2
Atlanta
Washington
42 70 37519 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
67 46 593 Chicago
62 51 549
5
Milwaukee
62 52 544 5 1/2
St Louis
12
54 57 486
Houston
Cincinnati
15
52 61 480
Pittsburgh
51 61 45515 1/2
West Division
W
L Pot GB
58 54 518
Arizona
Los Angeles
56 55 505 11/2
Si 63 447
Colorado
8
47 64 42310 1,2
San Francesco
15
43 69 384
San Diego

Monday's Gimes
Houston 2. Chicago Cubs 0 8 innings
Cincinnati 6, Milwaukee 3
Washington 9, Colorado 4
Arizona 13, Pittsburgh 7
San Francisco 4. Atlanta 2
Tuesday's Gsrnes
Houston (Rodriguez 6-4) at Chicago
Cubs (Harden 6-2), 1:20 p.m
Florida (Jo Johnson 1-0) at Philadelorva
(Moyer 10-6)605 p.m.
San Diego (Young 4-4) at N V Mats
(Pelirey 9-7). 6 10 p.m
Milwaukee (Bush 5-9) al Cincinnati
(Vo(quez 13-4), 6 10 pm
LA Dodgers (Billingsley 11 -9) at St
Louis ICarpenter 0-01. 7 1 5 P m
Washington (Lannan 6-11) at Colorado
i De La Rosa 5-6), 8 05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Duke 4-91 at Arizona (Webb
15-4), 8 40 p m
Atlanta (Hampton 0-0) at San Francisco
(Sanchez 8-7). 9 15 p m
Wedneeday's Game*
Milwaukee (Suppan 6-71 at Cincinnati
113al4ey 0-51 11 35 a m
Houston !Backe 6-101 at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 6-7i, 1 20 p m
Pittsburgh (Karstens 1-0) at Arizona
(Johnson 9-7e, 2 40 p m
Atlanta (James 2-4) at San Francisco
(Lincecum 11-3). 2 45 p m
Florida (Sanchez 1-0) at Philaoelph:a
(Kendrick 9-5). 6 05 p m
San Dingo (Young 4-4) at N V Mets
(Palfrey 9-7.1. 610 p.m
L. A Dodgers (Billingsley 11-9) at St
Louis (Carpenter 0-0) 7 15 p m
Washington (06 Perez 4-8) at Colorado
(Francis 3-7). 8 05 p m

SportsBriefs
• MHS Fastpitch Club will hold its regular monthly meeting ori
Wednesday, Aug. 6 at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All persons interested in the fastpitch softball program at MHS and MMS are invited to
attend. Officer positions for the coming year will be open for nomination.
Middle school learn and schedule, as well as other club business will be
on the agenda.
MI The Calloway County Laker football program is proud to offer stu-,
dents in grades 2nd through 6th the opportunity to participate in its Little
.
'
League football program. Registration, equipment issue arid a tryout for
the 2008 Calloway County Little League football program will be held on
Saturday. Aug. 9 from 9 a.m, until noon and or. Tuesday, Aug. 12 from
5 until 7 p.m. in the Calloway County High School field house. The cost
of the Little League program this year is $25 for flag and $50 for full contact. The $50 registration fee for full contact includes the rental of a helmet and shoulder pads from the Calloway County Little League
Program. The $50 fee also includes a lersey and a mouthpiece that the
player keeps at the end of the season.
• The Purchase Area Tennis Association is sponsoring a Free
Tennis Clinic at the Bennie Purcell courts Saturday, Aug. 16 from 9:30
a.m, to noon. There is no charge for the instruction. Mel Purcell and the
Murray State men's tennis team will be providing the instruction for this.
annual activity. Contact Chuck Whitnell for more information at.
(270)247-0863.
II The 2nd Annual Eagle Open tennis tournament will be held AugC.
22-23 at the local courts in Graves County/Mayfield. Play is open for'
youth to senior players. Please contact Kim Simmons at(270)247-2515
for more information or an entry form.
IN The following softball tournaments will be hosted by the MCSA'
girls: The men's "C" Benton Classic on Aug. 15-17. Entry is $125. Tshirts and $200 cash to winning team 11 10 teams enter. The Co-Ed
State Qualifier will be held Aug. 22-24. Entry is $165. T-shirts and paid':
berth to state if 10 teams enter. Both tournaments will be played under'
NSA rules. Call (270)906-2367 ore-mail gwilcher@newwavecomm.net
for more information.

•Poll
From Page 1B
In Class 5A, defending
champion Highlands retains the
top spot. Christian County
comes in at No. 5,
Saint Xavier takes the top
spot in Class 6A over last

year's champion Trinity, which',
falls to No. 2. Daviess Coun, _
ty is the highest ranked Dis,7.
trict 1 school at No. 14, while,
Marshall County comes in at
No. 34 and Graves County fall
to No. 35,

•Brawl
From Page 1B
didn't want to talk about the
altercation, either.
"Stuff happens like that all
the time," Parra said. "We're
not too concerned about it."
Berkman was very concerned
about how close the lightning
seemed to be to Wrigley Field.
"Growing up in Texas, you
see those kinds of storms all
the time. You learn that lightning is nothing to fool around
with," he said.
The first delay came in the
top of the sixth. As the initial
storm hit the Chicago area, fans
at Wrigley were advised to take
cover on the concourse. A tornado warning was issued.
After going back out on the
soggy field, the teams were
able to play for only 50 minutes before Berkman led the

charge off the field. Then, after
a 39-minute delay, the gar0
was finally called with one out
in the bottom of the eighth. ...•
"If they had continued the
game, I wouldn't have gone back
out there. Not for a while," Berle
man said. "Like I said before
the inning, you have to be an
idiot to stand outside during
lightning storm. That's just common sense."
••
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HELP WANTED

Exercise and Cancer Recovery Position

For Mutray.
Mayfield Area
Business'

Personal Trainer/Exercise and Cancer Recovery Specialist
This is a unique opportunity to Join a progressive program jointly
developed by MSU faculty working with local Physicians to
promote the physical and mental recovery of area cancer
patients win their fight against life-threatening illnesses

No experience
necessary, will
train on site
Pay from $200$500 weekly, with
increase possible
after 90 days.
incentive programs
available.

Starting Date: September 1, 2008

Gone But Not Forgotten
Each day I wake up from a temble dream.
Only to find the world has changed
I 80 10 your room, your things are still there
Your guitars, your keyboard and
your favorite chair.
'The scent of you linger, the smell of you then:
Memories of you. I find, are everywhere
Your precious books are stacked by the bed
'hour pictures and awards still hang on the wali
Collections of rocks and sea shells
Bring back memories of times well spent
How do we go on without you by our side'
To love or to hold, with smiles and pride
Our hearts are broken, our dear beloved son
We miss your laughter,
your music and your smiles,
All your dreams of the future
will nevei come true
The Whys' and ifs' onlys endlessly swirl
in Oil! heads
Please tell me, oh God
I want to be with you every second of the day
But dad, He needs me to stay
Your friends and your family will never forget
Your friendship, your love and gentle kindness
You will live an forever in their hearts
and minds
I love you forever, my darling. My child ..
6-14-75 - 8-5-97

FEMALE MSU graduate seeking female
MSU student to share
rent and utilities on
furnished 2 BR. 2 BA
house. Located 5min.
from campus.
(270)703-7721
ROOMMATE wanted
$400
month.
per
includes
furnished
bedroom, private bath,
w/d
and
kitchen
access, cable and high
speed Internet available. 753-9477.
293-0042

aid Found
LOST: Reward' Help
find my 5 year old
neutered
'Sparky
with
cat
male
grey/black splotches
Animal shelter area
Wed July 30th.
753-0273

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
welysite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
DO you love kids?
Kidziown
Academy
has immediate opening for a loving person
to work in our infant
room. Experience is
preferred. Call 761.
5439 tpr more information.

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109S.15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. full-time, train

experienced
NtED
rciofer. Call 293-0354

Qualifications: Earned bachelors in Exercise Science or
related field preferred, but must have a background in exercise
testing and prescription Candidates should be currently
certified in First Aid and CPRIAED for the Professional Rescuer
Special consideration will be given to those candidates certified
by the NSCA, ACSM, or ACE as a Personal Trainer or
equivalent.

irig provided. must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonus
es Apply in person
Signmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)
NEED someone to sit
with elderly woman.
Call 753-4100 9001.00pm
3,00-6 90prn
References recruired

Must have reliable

Itiesportatkul &lutist
pasS•drilig ScreeNng.
Wed., Aug. 6
270-331-2109

Call

Duties and Responsibilities: Candidates are expected to
work between 20-25 hours per week in the Exercise and Cance
Recovery program to lest, prescribe an exercise program, and
supervise clients who have either survived cancer or are

THE CDL Truck Driving
Program located at
:34 Pioneer Industrial
Dnve. Mayfield. KY
-Complete in lust 20
-lays
-Lowest tuition in file
s_rea
'
,College credit

currently undergoing cancer treatments. Additional

responsibilities include maintaining the appropriate ECR
records and supervising Exercise Science Student Interns
To Apply: Submit letter of application, resume', and a list of
three professional references to the ECR Board, c/0 Jeremy
Erdmann, Murray State University, 102A Carr Health Building,
Murray. KY 42071. Women and minonties are encouraged to

-0TR regional or locai
ob assistance

apply, Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WF/D. AA employer
A lication Deadline is A .ust 15, 2008.

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalIsm degree. strong reporting. writing.
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only: intemiews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on
interviews will be conducted.

LentER &TIMES
REGISTERED NURSE
WEEKEND SUPERVISOR
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a RN
weekend supervisor who will be responsible for the
management andsupersision of the resident care Thc
schedule is Saturday and Sunday 8 hours each day
The schedule is flexible and a Baylor type where the
,uperyisor with work 16 hours each week and will be
paid for 24 hours
Interested candidates must have excellent
,ommunication skill, in dealing with the
residents, tatmlies, physicians. and other customers
Prior long tens-care experience preferred
We provide an excellent ciliary and benefit
package including health. sision. dental. and
retirement Interested candidate, should send a
rcsume of apply in person

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

060
Hero Warted

.1

LPN/RN Busy medical
office. Four days a
week. Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N.
Murray. KY 42071,
753-1215-fax.
Must
include references

MURRAYElsctronics.
the Regional leader in
Home Entertainment
Systems, is seeking an
Electronics
Installer
Trainee to begin immeGeneral
diately.
knowledge or interest
in custom home entertainment
including
alarms, HDTV. surround sound and other
related fields is a Dig
bonus. Paid vacations, Mon-Fri work
schedule, and the
opportunity to team the
fast growing custom
installation business is
awaiting the right person. Contact Chip
Murray
Veal
@
Electronics 509N 8th
St, Murray. Call
753-7567.
NOW Hiring Night
Audit. Apply in person
Holiday
only.
Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Delve-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
sill rr .1t

•vVIA & VA approved
New classes beginning
now
1-888-503-5151 or
270-247-9159
CDL Training Services
& Consulting has
contracted with West
Kentucky Community
and Technical College
to provide the CDL
Truck Dnving Program
CDL Training services
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Proprietary
Education
EOE
Institution
httpoitrainingwestkenlucky kctcs,edulruckdriving.shtml
Young professional
non-smoking couple
seeks energetic person for personal assistant duties including
errands and office
cleaning. Must be
organized. Good
salary and lots at variety in your workday,
Please send information including phone
number to Personal
Assistant Position.
PO. Box 866. Murray.
KY, 42071

Adult male caregive
willing to sit/provide
care for adults. Also
willing to house sit and
pet sit. Overnight if
neccessary. Contact
270-753-8801
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006
WILL sit with sick and
elderly, please call
270-527-4313.

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting applea
non, for a full-time Social Service, Worker Long
term care experience preferred We offer compentise
wages and an excellent benefit package Apply in
person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Streer
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
LOL'AAI so PHONE. CALLS PLEASE

Now hiring doormen
for security purposes.

f
Bntthaven of Benton is cui,
.ecepting apple r,
tions lor the following po.oloo RN afternoon
shift We offer ..onipetitise wages and an exsellent
benefit package Must he licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Bnithaven ot Benton
2171)1 Main Street Hwy Ml S Benton. K1 42025

Apply in person.
no phone
calls please
SIIOPPES OF
MURRAY
itersess

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
home
environment
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031.
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

1505 Diuguid DriNe • Murray. KY 4207 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One

And Two Bedroom Apanments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

°Office

EEL..

Opportunity

Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.j6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

Arlie:des
For Sale

Local retail business
Excellen
for sale
ncome for husband &
wife team Includes al
inventory, f&I and
equipment. For more
information call 630561 -0203

com'ears

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs:Upgi aches
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Spoiling
Goods. 519 S 12M
Murray.

Mows

Full fine of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567
Treadmill,
excellent
working condition, programmable time, distance, calorie burn,
pulse mode. $259 new,
will sell $155, treadmill
mat free
270-293-8409.

Grasshopper
Dixie Chopper
210-6268
437-4723

SCRAP
CARS

LARGE
rife.

SELECTION
,
uSED.APPItIANCES

Pail:
•

WARD ELKINS

150

Articles
For Sole

{270).153-1113

48
black
custom
viking stove with grill
and griddle. 270-236
2210. 270-236-2751
9 piece white wicker
full bedroom furniture,
great-condition_
$800.00. 293-2130

Home Furnishings

Scag

Noble Bores For Sate
98 Fairmont 16x80, 3
BR 2 BA, vinyl siding,
Northern ins, nice
270-489-2525
EFC:7r Rad
1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898
1 BR apt. vanous-loacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
2BR IBA Duplex.
CHVAC, all appliances. trash, quiet
sale neighborhood
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets
(270)519-4831
28R duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets 753-2905

q5-E S^

FURNITURE
AND
APPLIANCES:
DRESSER and mirror
$300, next to new
Kenmore electric stove
$250. antique bed
$200 microwave $50
drop leaf table $100,
chest. T.V. stand, vacuurns and more. Call
Nancy Phillips
492-8780.
FRESH
vegetables.
Friday & Saturday,
12:00-600. At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162
FROSTLESS freezer.
20.3 cult.. $229
IBM electric typewriter
like new. $150

Used Zero Turn

SONY Flat Panel TV's

3 BR house, C/HIA 1
2, & 3 BR Apt
753-1252 753-0606
761-3694

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture

3 BR, 2 BA. all appliances furnished. nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit Call
270-874-1599,

1407 Main St.
1270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques

4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment with
horse stalls available
$540. 489-2741

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753- 1 9 1 6
S

DUPLEX. 2 BR. 1 BA,
all apliances furnished.
$500+ oeposit
References required.
761-4402 or 227-7865

Read
All About
It!

-7 I

50,
6AS BUSTErir
SCOOTEIAB ACU-UNG
:
illftft6
No MPG 50C-C,

subscribe to the

I

MURRAY
MANAGERIAL POSITION
Managenal positions available at local C-store
chain Competeve hourly/salary. Must be
available to work flexible hours Send resume
to KLOC 620 S 4th Street. Murray, KY 42071

FARMER'S Choice
Fescirrilli. Full-time
position.
Send

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.

U.FIPENTER needed
for:residential consteliction. Home Works
Residential
Censtruchon,
293-3226.

Fit 11ut.
klot.

ed immediatety so corrections car,

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and cornea,
rues mentioned nerein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Fn. Ii

itedneSta

insertron Any 13070$ should be report

Dl

Monde/
ilart Sire
'Arai

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrec,

ero

NO
020
025

linnhaven in Benton is currently acxepting applications tor L.PN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package Must he licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthasen of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy NI S Benton. KY 42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

LEDGER&TIMEL.7

1423) 593-9399

GOING out of business sale Day care
Inside August 2nd &
qth. 7am-'? 1429
Pottertown Rd. 3rd
house past East
Elementary.
(280) 270-753-2640

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3mo.
.530.00
3
too.
535.00
6.o.
1 yr.--MOSTA 6
1
Rest of KY/TN

Calloway County;

Pictottal.8 Fedrulyi.
HrStOty t3oOisS•fpr
Safe;Great Tor
,•
t_ ail 7:511-4438
7e0-2.350
ENMORE
washer/dryer
$225
573-673-6792
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831
Couch, loveseat,
armoire, entertainment
center. coffee &
end-tables. old 2 piece
hutch, wooden play
set, stove, many more
978-0881

cad A Bwhanan

I 3 mo..........
I6
i! 1 ,r..
-.V20.00
I Cheek

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
575.09
3 me.
6 mo.
596.0011
I yr.
Si

Money Order

Visa

Name_
I St. Addrese

I City_
I State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.

1
1
1
1

s.

'

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr call 12701 753-1916

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

411 • fuesday. August 5. MON

1

IWO
-or
7
1113 Br brick on Mekose
Drive 2 Be, new contrar &Wheal BS electric
big fenced backyard
2 car garage. dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up. STV. lease,
$850
270-767-0615.
HAZEL, 2 or 3 BR
8350 rent plus deposit
and lefts 492-8526

Curaersiaa.
RealtyA lievad
Mod hammy &
Peoesny
&mice=
01111 7•14203
wiritiunimmumulgesms
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 BFI with
dock and Weide storage all appliances
including washer dryer
disnwashar
and
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085
FOUR Rivers Fuller
Apartments is now
accepting appecations
for HUD subsidized
housing in Mayfield,
KY Applicants must be
eters to live inclependeney and have eerier a
mental Illness mental
retardation Or physical
disability Rent will be
based
determined
upor, the income of the
applicant Four Rivers
Fuller Apartments is a
fair housing provider
For more information
regarding the applicason process, contact
Caskey,
Shalon
for
Coordinator
Supports.
Housing
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health. 425 Paducah,
KY 42001. (270)4424121 ext. 260. Open
Until Filed EOE

(AA) Government Funds available
for let time buyers who own land
or have family landl
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

-LIPurebreac
Boccie
Collies born May 14th,
nad
shots
&
dewormed 2 females,
3 mates $150 Great
'amity and hording
dogs 436-5589

AAP- Warenousrng
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ram rar
OWNER wants ogler
141 Blissful Vie* DI
Ser111091111 Ste:len/ISM
New construction 4 Br,
2 Ba, 2,534 sq ft Open
house Tuesday 8:12
Thursday 1114 3 0(2,6 00pm A/S offers will
be reviewed Friday
3 00pm For
8/15
more infomiabon
270-804-1655

HAY for sale Small
bake Alfalfa $5 00
753-9585

*arm Leder, Is Time. Fat
Homing Act Noma
tdi real estate adrertned helm,
to the Federal Farr
vireo
A
WAREHOUSES
Fkutare Act trhaft make. :1
they,a1 to advertse any FreonHi
450
limitation or drannonation bated oil race rotor rei,.
Mtirray: k'.20''
por., an handicap tamihal stabs or national teem ot worn• 270-753;5562.
ition to make am stab peterewes, limitanons or dercorrona.
bon
JAL RENTALS
Stare laws Read thacroninahon
MINI-STORAGE
in the Aalt ewe or Athena**
721 S. 4TH ST.
ot real rue based on factors 411
Caner d 121 S Gambia. addition to those pnaecred
under tetaeral Ia.
HMI S25 IlhIS S40
We will knicrrongls accept am
(27th 436-2524
advertrary tor realer** which
(2701293-4106
Is not in notation et the !iv All
41.o.
persons are hereby inaormed
lbe all darellunp advertted arr
MURRAY Store and
avadabar on an equal moors.)
Lock presently has row bear.
Lines available
For bather assastance wet Fair
Housing Adverhang require753-2905 or 753-7536
ments contact !IAA Counsel
Rene P edam. 170316est1uo
PREMIER
hUNISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
-We sell boxesLois Fir 91.
-We rent Li-Hauls
- KEY MINI

LARGE Duplex
2EIR. 2 full bath,
C/H/A. all appliances
master suite with welkin closet. 227-5173
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled
Street.
Chestnut
S675/mo.
includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.

753-9600.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bettroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Di
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone .759-4984
Eaual Housing
Opportunity
TDD at' -800-648-6056

BSI
1 or 2 bedroom house
in country. Appliances
furnished, Central H/A
$57500 a month, one
year kiwis. one month
deposit. no pets Cal!
753-2905.
2 BR on S. 9th St.,
garage, big fenced
backyard appliances,
all electric. air
conditioner. ved hookup, 1 yr. lease. $525,
call 270-767-0615.
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109
3 BR. 1 BA, 2mites
from town. Some utilities paid. No pets
$700 per month. 9780880
3 BR, 2 SA, C/H/A,
refrigerator,
stove
dishwasher, 2 car
garge. smoke free, no
inside pets. $685. 101
E V Drive 759-0999.
3 Br, 2 Ba, on quiet
street across from city
park in Hazel CM/A.
appliances. $550 plus
deposit. Not pets
References required.
753-1059.
3-BR, 1 -Bath. S
Hazel/N Puryear,
$450/month, no pets
270)293-1437

1800 Sq. FL $1.200 a
month. 1701 St RI 121
Bypass, 1225 Sq. Ft.
$850 a month. 1625
St. RI. 121 Bypass.
Days 270-753-2225,
evenings 270-7591509, cad 270-2270836.
Clean-up shop, utilities
paid. washer & dryer
furnished. 293-8430
OFFICE or Retail
Space Available
601 Main Murray
and 0 Midway
641 South and
Tobacco Rd.
270.293.3232
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905.
293 1480
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40. gas heat. insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray,
$300/month. Call
Carlos Black.
!.2701436-2935

----BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

2 years old 3 BR, 2
BA 1011 Payne St
For amt. call
270-994-4380
3 BR 2 BA garage.
vaulted ceiling. C/H/A.
fridge, stova, dish
washer, Mockingbird
Subdivision, 7 mi from
toym. $800 mo + dep.
293-3064
3 BR, 1.6 BA, 1.350 so
ft., new mail. hardwood
in
centre!
BR's.
heat/air. 109 Hickory
Drive, $119,000. Call
293-3226 or 293-3248
SDR/2 be brick horns
on 7 acres in north
Calloway. more info at
753-2751 293-2819 or

AKC Stilt, Tzu puppies,
vet checked, wormed,
first shots, beautiful
5
colors/markings.
male,
1
female,
270-753$300ea.
1059, 270-227-2264.
CKC Registered Pug
puppies Very cute.
shots and wormed
$200-250
731-782-6199
DOG Obedience
436-2858

NION MA
MINIMOILA
41)110 Woks
MAWR
*km Nose
Climate central

Tfita4US

4 BR,2 BA brick house
on 3.6 acres. Large
family room with firebasement.
place.
Toward New Concord.
$82.000.
731-644-0783

I Macau,at Lam
Om&rneta, Devils
Thioe, Ciottar

e35
1 0„aj
:
liaZ1
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FS130.
4/3/3, 3,000 AC, 4.000
acres.
.9
total,
$15,000
$224.900.
allowance for remodel
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled.
everything. $159.900
417-337-3561.
MURRAY Estates 3
BR, 2.5 BA.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre lot
767-2246.
NEW 4 BR. 2 BA, 2
car garage, concrete
drive 4,000 total son
and 2600 living sqe
Landon Lane
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781.
(270)559-2032

Storage

5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armory

759-5555
1465 State Route 121 N Murray
3 Minutes From P4SU

Additions Drywail. Painting Windows,
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms.
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone 270-978-1007

rame's
411' Sees Ice., Inc
issms.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergencs sers ice • Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame, Jr.
Res 270-474-0323 • Cell- 2711-227-3140
-No lob is complete until customer is satisfied'

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service

BARN for rent nes
Hazel 492-6178 leave
massage

'A Min Floor ReRatts off by'
Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Ilk
FREE ESTIMATES

05 Suzuki King Quad
auto 4x4, loaded wi
options, $5,500 2275807 leave message
2003 KAWA Ninfa
2X6R, 7100 miles,
Red, $5100.
(270) 358-0273,

I USED

Arlo Psis

TIRES

AsCanor • °me
270-705-1181

tally
97 Explorer-Eddie
Bauer, fully loadeo.
everything
power
ieatther Mustang GT
engine, $6,300 book,
$4.500 obo 417-33735E 1

2006 Nissan Allima
24,000 miles, royal
blue, electric, cloth
owner,
1
seats,
$14500 Call 4366074.
2006 Scion xEl 4 cy1
automatic; one owner.
8.000 miles • over
$5,000 worth of
upgrades. Asking only
for pay-off amount
$17. 500 270-9782758.
2004 Olds Aiero. Great
gas mileape, 69.000
mites. 492-8989,
1993 Taurus. 63,000
actual miles $1,750
Mitsubishi
1995
3000GT, $3,800.
Call after 5prn 2935572_
'SOO

I as M
'AWN Sfe‘l(f
Mourvins, Minks/tank,
karterarapteX
leaf'Vat uttettieg 44.4.1(eino atiatrafttie4
75-14114 .227'
1.

2000 Toyota Tundra
4.2 V8, great truck
fully serviced including
timing belt, full power.
auto, ac, ps air bags.
tow package, am-fro cd
player, 114,000 miles
56995. 436-5810

Wan
Etverneld
Estates.
Kett.kwaan

FOR sale: Park model
railer with screen
porch & deck on KY
lake front RV site Call
(270)970-0396
&Melon

Owner Financed
Land/Home
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
(270) 443-8737

OWNER relocating,
must sell 5 bedroom
house with lots of
extras Call Ruth Ann
227-3876 Coleman RE

1997 Javelin 15ft. Bass
2001
with
Boat
4 stroke
Yamaha
motor arid trailer. Good
condition
$4600
(270)293-9389

CA1"d
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

240 'Salsa Drive
fasyRokl, IT 42046

FREE
MN:47TM
--11*

71'.1•117:

situp in
row, II Ft F
Ifiki fOK,
orst 1/i5r7S 00
a MONTH
-'11 I 7,3

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 now StRVICI
Res., Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs' big or small I

• t•
. ., • •
.1301 St. RS -121 P4
..753-8087

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
funk & tree work
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions.
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nrnino
753-2353 753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
%.1 1
\ hi(
1*a%.

111-4.

Used Trucks
03 Chevrolet S-10
auto. air, power win00vi & locks. $5.000
080 Call 767-4222

Service receives
funds for program
ID a recent eimouncemcnt b)
the Secretary of Agriculture,
additional EQIP funds were
made available to help farmers
and ranchers.
USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service(NRCS)in
Kentucky will receive $2.8 million. Previously, the state conKentucky
in
servationist
stressed the need for additional
funds as the state received more
funding
than
applications
allowed.
Donald Pettit, Acting State
Conservationist said, "These
funds allow Kentucky NRCS to
put in place additional contracts
for landowners to put more con-

WI-sante] on the ground In I13.4.41
year 2007 IFY07), Kentucky
expended over $13 million in
EQIP for technical and financial
assistance and in FY08, applications already in place total
approximately $16 million and
this amount will bring that total
to $18.8 million.'
EQIP is one of the most widely used conservation programs
in Kentucky serving over 6.500
landowners and landusers in the
state.
For more information about
EQIP, please visit NRCS Web
at
site
http.//www.nrcs.usda.gov/programs/eutp.

Area
Purchase
The
Development District announces
participation of Family Day
Care Homes in the USDA Child
and Adult Care Food Program
administered by the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no
separate charge to enrolled participants at the center arid are
provided without regard to race,
color, national origin, sex, age or
disability. If you believe you or
any individual has been discriminated against in the Child and
Adult Care Food Program, write
immediately to the Secretary of
Agriculture. Washington, D.C.
20250.
Participants eligible for free
and/or reduced price meals must
have a complete application

with documentation of eligibility information which may
include a food stamp or K-TAP
case number, or names of household members and income information.
If you have questions regarding the Program, please contact
Beth Carrico at 270-247-7171 or
1-877-352-5183.
County Served: Ballard,
Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman. Marshall, and
McCracken.
Number of Family Day Care
Homes currently participating in
Ballard (1),
this county:
Calloway (II, Graves (4),
Marshall 31. and McCracken
(4) for a total of 13 participating
homes

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Aug. 6, 2008:
What you can achieve comes via
your excellent ability to communicate and to help others feel at
ease. This year, this skill comes
to the forefront, but so do your
listening skills. You might be
overwhelmed by a very hectic
but social pace. Many new
friends could come into your
life, and if you are single, you
could be surprised by what
moseys down your path. In the
first half of next year, the right
person could appear. If you are
attached, the two of you might
need to separate hot issues out of
the relationship -- money, for
instance Separate accounts and
responsibilities. The division of
power will not separate you as
much as end some quarreling.
LIBRA loves to swap news with
you.

respond to someone who could
fill up your voicemail if ignored.
You might be surprised by vhat
heads your direction Tonight:
Another is testy (to say the
least)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** What could be a great day
could fall to the wayside if you do
riot express your anger in an
appropriate manner. In fact. art
already unpredictable relationship could brow up in your face.
leaving you sad and confused.
Tonight: Gather bits.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22
***** You are in the pink and
can move mountains (well, nearly). Use your well-known charm,
and you'll make headway. Listen
to news with care. Not everyone
understands what needs to happen. Tonight. Doing your thing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might have your share
of fires to deal with. Just when
you believe a situation has
chilled or a resolution had been
reached, the next episode
occurs. Roll with the punches.
but do not try to mend what
cleats, is not mendable. Tonight:
Run away. Lock your door Do
not answer your phone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Though YOU know what
you want, you could be taken
aback by some of the chaos and
unexpected reactions of others.
Be careful when pushing others - even if you feel the behavior
could be appropriate -- unless
you want to deal with their reactions. Tonight: Stay focused.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others look to you to
assume responsibility Most likely, you wit, but on the other
hand, you might be in the
prctess of discovering how
much you have to deal with
Unpredictability and a sudden
change might force you to
rethink a situation. Tonight: Out
late.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Stay tuned to your
higher self. Avoid and do not get
into tussles with an associate or
someone who has very different
ideas You wiil be much happier.
This situatiOn might not pass
immediately. Tonight. Put on a
favorite piece of music
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You are emotional, as
you could easily demonstrate
today. Someone could push far
loo hard for your taste, forceig
you to rethink a decision.
Tonight: Work with a friend.

laciesilee Neer

.

(all /53-5606

Murray Ludlow A Timm

PADD to participate in
USDA food program

HRENT ALLEN,SEPIE( fl
(270) V59-1515

-.7, I-IC-17

•\ 11 r.•1t,i_
Ii )•• Ill Vk l•••

17Q-753-227)

Caron

Boggess Self Storage
24/7 Self

FAFE
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured rsillnwes

Alf X ANDER SEPTIC ",ERVIC.1
(2701 753-5933 • •

W7832

mm72
•

"A Better Place To Store"

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront lot. with trees.
storage shed f1oriting
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595
UNIQUE mini farm,
tust minutes from
Murray, 3 bedroom
house with above
ground pool. Ca* Ruth
227 3875
Ann
Coleman RE

WWW.owners.com/WT

ikr. 1

S°4641
AKC Scottish Terrier
wheaten
Puppies,
color. 0350-$400.
270-238-2210,
270-238-2757.

CLASSIFIEDS
_Calhoon Construction,uc

CATHY'S
Wallpapering.
Painting
270- 227-6606
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repait needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438
MOWING & Trimming
Any yardwork. any size
yard. Steven
767-9178.
WEED a metal roof
installed'? Call Damn at
270-752-0414.

1&*
lawn Smice
movony Tr,riuntrig
aiki:ANUICh HaWilny
Asir for Which
270-227-0,306
•
.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; 3- As erage; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Though you might feel
more gently about an associate
or person in your daily life in the
next few weeks, it does not
mean your incredible drive will
vanish. You still want what you
LEE'S Carpet- want. You have a lot on your
Cleaning
back. Why not delegate?
"since /971'
Tonight: In the thick of life.
*Carpets *Upholstery
TAURUS (April 20 May 20)
*Emergency Water
**** You might want to
Removal *Quick
rethink a decision and do someDrying
thing very different for a loved
Free Estimates
one. Think in terms of growth
753-5827
and new beginnings. You see life
with renewed interest aid enerWIllfraL
gy Think positive. Tonight. Make
irlUiVIRIA V
an effort to make another feel
I' Contirmais setters,
comfortabie.
Garage 'Aar Sava* &
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Autuir
***** Your creativity with a
Naulhai
Grog
°Wee
stronger and more focused
(276)2934401
sense of caring add much more
interest and excitement to different situations. Your actions carry
are II
our
a deep sense of concern and
Sprrializing in
caring. Be aware. Tonight:
reshinsleas and
Happy at home.
moral roofing.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
Ten Sedker
4270078-0600
*** Your efforts need focus,
(270082-2024
and your choice with personal
security and long-term desires
Andra/al A MoCuiston
Investigate new ways to start
Rooting
conversations. Be smart, study
IS* leen esp.
and understand what is motivatLtoeneed oarottaallar„ ing you before committing to an
sm.astsmistisa
Idea . Tonight: In the whirl of liv(2701293-4020
ing.
BORN TODAY
SZ70/2116-1
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Artist, filmmaker Andy Warhol
Calloway **** If you ever questioned
your security, you probably won't (1928). English poet Lord Alfred
County Development
(1809). actor Robert
Track Hoe, Dozer. after today. You might want to Tennyson
Mitchum (1917)
Backhoe work, Septic
systems Top soil and
Studies show that reading \
Gravel for sale. delivered 270-210-3781,
the mind sharp. Give your
keeps
270-559-2032
boost. Subscribe to the
a
brain
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service Free estinewspaper and expand your mind
mates Phone
with a world of information.
436-2562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
LEDGER&
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

TIMES

